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Current Very High Temperature Reactor designs incorporate TRi-structural ISOtropic 
(TRISO) particle fuel, which consists of a spherical fissile fuel kernel surrounded by layers of 
pyrolytic carbon and silicon carbide.  An internal sol-gel process forms the fuel kernel by 
dropping a cold precursor solution into a column of hot trichloroethylene (TCE).  The 
temperature difference drives the liquid precursor solution to precipitate the metal solution into 
gel spheres before reaching the bottom of a production column.  Over time, gelation byproducts 
inhibit complete gelation and the TCE must be purified or discarded.  The resulting mixed-waste 
stream is expensive to dispose of or recycle, and changing the forming fluid to a non-hazardous 
alternative could greatly improve the economics of kernel production.  Selection criteria for a 
replacement forming fluid narrowed a list of ~10,800 chemicals to yield ten potential 
replacements.  The physical properties of the alternatives were measured as a function of 
temperature between 25 °C and 80 °C.  Calculated terminal velocities and heat transfer rates 
provided an overall column height approximation. 1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 
1-iodododecane were selected for further testing, and surrogate yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) 
kernels were produced using these selected fluids.  The kernels were characterized for density, 
geometry, composition, and crystallinity and compared to a control group of kernels produced in 
silicone oil.  Production in 1-bromotetradecane showed positive results, producing dense (93.8 
%TD) and spherical (1.03 aspect ratio) kernels, but proper gelation did not occur in the other 
alternative forming fluids.  With many of the YSZ kernels not properly gelling within the length 
of the column, this project further investigated the heat transfer properties of the forming fluids 
iv 
 
and precursor solution.  A sensitivity study revealed that the heat transfer properties of the 
precursor solution have the strongest impact on gelation time.  A COMSOL heat transfer model 
estimated an effective thermal diffusivity range for the YSZ precursor solution as 1.13×10-8 m2/s 
to 3.35×10-8 m2/s, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the value used in previous studies.  
1-bromotetradecane is recommended for further investigation with the production of uranium-
based kernels. 
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The Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) is a gas-cooled nuclear reactor capable of 
utilizing its excess heat for high-temperature chemical processing (Abram and Ion, 2008).  TRi-
structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel kernels provide the fissionable material, and helium gas 
removes and transfers fission heat away from the graphite moderated reactor core.  The current 
TRISO kernel material selected by the United States is a combination of uranium oxide and 
uranium carbide fuel, which provides a higher thermal conductivity compared to oxide fuel alone, 
which helps prevent fuel cracking caused by thermal expansion.  
The current TRISO kernel production process uses trichloroethylene (TCE) as the 
forming fluid in an internal gelation sol-gel production column.  Over time, gelation byproducts 
in the forming fluid inhibit complete gelation, and the forming fluid is periodically replaced.  
Because the spent forming fluid contains both hazardous and radioactive components, it is 
considered a mixed waste, which is difficult and expensive to treat or dispose of. At current 
laboratory scales this is not a significant issue, but it will become a larger problem when the 
process is scaled to industrial production.  Currently, approximately 1.5 gallons of TCE are used 
to produce 1 kg of uranium oxycarbide kernels (Niedzialek, 2011).  Assuming a disposal cost for 
low-level mixed waste of $75/gallon, this equates to a disposal cost of approximately $112,500 
per ton of uranium oxycarbide (UCO) kernels produced.  Changing the forming fluid to produce 
a non-hazardous waste product will significantly reduce mixed waste production during fuel 




The goal of this thesis is to find an alternative formation fluid for TRISO fuel kernel 
production that does not result in a mixed hazardous waste stream the forming fluid. 
To achieve the research goal, the following objectives were met: 
• Screen existing chemical databases for replacement forming fluids, 
• perform property testing on the most promising candidates, 
• make a recommendation for three candidates for process testing, and 
• characterize surrogate kernels and forming fluids to yield a final recommendation 
for production-level testing. 
A screening process selected ten potential replacement forming fluids from a list of 
~10,800 chemicals, and experimental testing determined the fluids’ density, viscosity, and 
surface tension from 25 °C to 80 °C.  An evaluation of these properties narrowed the alternatives 
to three fluids recommended for kernel production testing as replacements for TCE: 1-
bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-iodododecane.  Bench-scale production of yttria-
stabilized zirconia kernels in these three alternative fluids investigated the forming abilities of 
each fluid, and the characterization results lead to the recommendation of 1-bromotetradecane 
for further testing at production level.   
Initial estimates of the forming kernels’ terminal velocities and heat transfer times 
yielded a potential formation column height of 45 cm.  A custom-built glass jacketed forming 
column was used to produce kernels in the three chosen alternative fluids, with gelation 
completing only in bromotetradecane.  Kernel production in chlorooctadecane did not complete 
in the forming column length.  Kernel production in iodododecane resulted in poor geometries 




new research goal of determining where the initial terminal velocity or heat transfer time 
estimates were inaccurate and to determine a more accurate gelation time estimate.   
Investigation into terminal velocity and heat transfer models determined that the 
precursor solution’s assumed thermal properties inaccurately predicted the gelation times.  Using 
measured terminal velocities in a COMOSL heat transfer model, an effective thermal diffusivity 
for the precursor solution was estimated that matches the gelation times exhibited in 
bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane. 
Chapter 2 presents the background information relevant to the research.  The background 
information includes a discussion of the VHTR, its TRISO fuel type, and past kernel fabrication 
techniques used for TRISO kernel production: the water extraction process, the external gelation 
process, and the internal gelation process.  Advantages and disadvantages of each process are 
presented, leading to the selection of the internal sol-gel process, which is the most advantageous 
for surrogate zirconia production.  Zirconia, urania, and uranium oxycarbide production 
chemistries, the three most common sol-gel TRISO kernel pathways, are also presented.  The 
chapter concludes with issues related to the creation of the mixed hazardous waste stream. 
Chapter 3 presents the selection and identification of the ten most promising candidate 
forming fluids with subsequent property testing.   The chapter presents density, viscosity, and 
surface tension measurements for each fluid from 25 °C to 80 °C.  The property values inform 
the calculation of the settling velocity, heat transfer time, and sphere formation potential of each 
fluid over the measured temperatures, leading to the recommendation of the three most 
promising forming fluid candidates for laboratory scale kernel production; 1-bromotetradecane, 




Chapter 4 presents the zirconia kernel production tests and the subsequent 
characterization of the produced kernels and forming fluids.  Characterization of kernel size, 
shape, density, crystalline structure, and atomic composition are presented, and the used 
formation fluids are characterized by Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 
and neutron activation analysis (NAA).  The chapter concludes with a final recommendation of 
bromotetradecane for future study at the process level. 
Chapter 5 presents an in depth analysis of the heat transfer properties of the precursor 
solution and forming fluids by means of analytical and computer modeling.  A COMSOL model, 
developed to estimate the terminal velocity of the precursor solution in the alterative fluids 
during free-fall is presented.  The analytical method for gelation time, described in Chapter 3, is 
updated to include new kernel sizes and measured terminal velocities. This leads to a sensitivity 
analysis of the impact of the thermal properties of the precursor solution and forming fluid on 
gelation time.  This chapter also presents a COMSOL heat transfer model used to determine a 
more appropriate estimate for the thermal diffusivity of the precursor solution by changing its 
thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity to match the gelation times observed in 
bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane.   
Chapter 6 presents the summary and final conclusions of the study, and Chapter 7 
provides recommendations for future work based on this research.  
Appendix A presents the end-of-life bromotetradecane neutron activation analysis, 
Appendix B presents the precursor solution ICP-MS metal level results, Appendix C describes 
the kernel, pore, and grain size image analysis techniques, and Appendix D presents the 
quantitative energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) data.  Digital annexes are available online for 
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This chapter presents background information pertinent to the research project in a top-
down approach.  The first section presents information on the Very High Temperature Reactor 
(VHTR) and its various designs and fuel types.  The TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel used 
in the VHTR is presented in the following section, and then subsequent sections cover the 
various production methods and fuel types.  Sol-gel chemistry information is presented for the 
internal gelation process currently used by the United States for TRISO kernel production, 
including the production of zirconia, urania, and uranium oxycarbide. 
2.1.  Very High Temperature Reactor 
 The VHTR (Figure 2.1) is a helium gas-cooled thermal reactor capable of outlet 
temperatures of up to 1000 °C (Abram and Ion, 2008).  It is the second iteration of the High 
Temperature Reactors (HTRs) first proposed at Harwell in the 1950s (Huddle, 1959).  The 
operating temperature is much higher than a typical light water reactor, and permits the VHTR to 
be a versatile tool for commercial applications.  The reactor can be configured in either a 
prismatic or pebble bed design (Abram and Ion, 2008).   The prismatic core is characterized by 
hexagonal assembly blocks of graphite used as the reactor’s moderator and reflector (see Figure 
2.2c).  Fuel compacts (see Figure 2.2b) and cooling channels (see Figure 2.2c), are located within 
these blocks and are positioned in an annular or cylindrical arrangement. Each fuel compact 
consists of a mixture of graphite binder and TRi-structural ISOtropic fuel particles (TRISO, 






Figure 2.1. Very High Temperature Reactor prismatic core design with process heat utilization. 
 
 
      a) particles                                   b) compacts                             c) assemblies   
Figure 2.2. Idaho National Laboratory's TRISO fuel particles, compacts, and assemblies (Idaho 





The pebble bed design contains ~6 cm graphite moderated spheres containing the TRISO 
fuel particles, and is capable of continuous refueling.  The large spheres move through the core 
in a “gumball machine” type movement.  Both the prismatic and pebble bed design are passively 
safe, and the prismatic design is capable of ~5,000 operational hours before refueling, or 
approximately three times longer than current light water reactors (Abram and Ion, 2008). 
The VHTR is primarily designed to use a once-through uranium cycle, but also has the 
capability to use thorium-based (Fuller, 1988) or transmutation fuels (Versluis et al., 2008).  The 
reactor system will be licensed for a 60-year operating period (Wright, 2006).  The VHTR can 
couple with other processes that utilize its high outlet temperatures, such as chemical production 
of hydrogen (see Figure 2.1). 
The Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP), currently in design by the United States, 
will be the latest iteration of the VHTR concept (Idaho National Laboratory et al., 2005).  
Previously, two other VHTRs operated in the US: Peach Bottom in Pennsylvania (Burnette and 
Baldwin, 1980), and the Fort St. Vrain reactor in Colorado (Wright, 2006). The Peach Bottom 
reactor operated for part of 1967, and Fort St. Vrain reactor operated from 1979-1989 (Wright, 
2006).  Other VHTRs from around the world include Dragon in the U.K. (1964-1975) (Simon 
and Capp, 2002), the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR) in Germany (1966) (Wright, 
2006), the Thorium High-Temperature Reactor (THTR) in Germany (Baumer and Kalwowski, 
1991), and the High-Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR) in Japan (1985) (Wright, 2006) which 
has been online since 1997 and is the only HTR still in operation today.  The AVR was the first 





The Fort St. Vrain reactor contained 1,482 hexagonal fuel elements, each consisting of a 
graphite block loaded with TRISO particles of uranium or thorium kernels (Fuller, 1988).  The 
reactor reached a maximum fuel temperature of 1,260 °C (Huschka and Vygen, 1977).  Four 
circulators pressurized the helium coolant to 700 psia (Fuller, 1988).  After the coolant left the 
core, its heat flashed water in twelve steam generators, similar to many other nuclear or fossil 
fueled plants (Fuller, 1988).  The generators created steam with a pressure of 2,400 psig and 
temperature of 1,000 °F, which spun the turbine generators (Fuller, 1988).  The Fort St. Vrain 
VHTR had an overall efficiency ~39% (Fuller, 1988) with an electrical output of 330 MWe 
(Huschka and Vygen, 1977).  The following section presents information on the TRISO fuel type 
used in the reactors described above.  
2.2.  TRISO Fuel 
TRISO fuel particles are comprised of a spherical fissile kernel surrounded by layers of 
pyrolytic graphite and silicon carbide.  TRISO particle fuel kernels typically consist of uranium 
oxide, uranium carbide, or uranium oxycarbide (UCO).  Carbon and silicon carbide (SiC) layers 
coat the 200-500 µm diameter kernels (Figure 2.3).  A carbon buffer absorbs the kinetic energy 
of ballistic fission fragments, accumulates gaseous fission products, and accommodates kernel 
swelling (Petti et al., 2002).  The silicon carbide layer acts as a pressure and diffusion barrier, 
and the two pyrolytic graphite layers protect the silicon carbide layer during production and 
irradiation (Figure 2.3).  Although layer thicknesses vary between manufacturers, fuels 
developed in the United States typically have a buffer layer that is ~100 µm thick, a silicon 




In the United States, TRISO kernels are currently produced by an internal sol-gel 
chemistry process first developed in the Netherlands (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).  A 
chilled precursor broth drops into a hot column of organic liquid via a vibrating needle.  The 
temperature difference decomposes hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) in the broth, producing 
ammonia, which drives the hardening of the precursor as it falls through the forming fluid.  This 
creates a sphere as the precursor droplet reaches a steady state velocity, allowing interfacial 
surface tension to control the kernel’s geometry.   
2.3.  Previous Kernel Fabrication Techniques 
Ceramic sol-gel sphere fabrication has been under development for over 70 years, with 
the original concept developed by the catalyst industry in the 1940s (Heard, 1944).  Active 
development of sol-gel based nuclear fuels in the United States continued until 1972 when the 
fast reactor programs concentrated a larger effort on fast reactor fuels in pellet form (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979).  This did not stop other countries from pursuing development of the 
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sol-gel fabrication technique, which can include additional materials in the spheres, such as 
silicon carbide (Hunt et al., 2010).  U.S. interest in sol-gel processing resumed in 1977 based on 
concerns over remote nonproliferation fabrication techniques and the need for improved cladding 
behavior to allow more severe thermal ramping during normal reactor operation (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979). 
The sol-gel fabrication process uses fewer process steps than typical pellet fabrication 
methods (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  The liquid based operation produces microspheres 
in a dust-free environment, and avoids the powder pretreatment, pre-slugging, and pelletization 
steps commonly used in the pellet fuel fabrication (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  This 
greatly reduces radioactive exposure during fabrication and maintenance (Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979).  Heavy metal nitrate solutions, such as uranyl nitrate, are the usual product of 
reprocessing.  Directly using this material avoids the conversion step in the closed fuel cycle, if 
reprocessed materials are reused in the sol-gel process. 
Other advantages of the sol-gel process include (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979; 
Ganguly, 1993; Robisson et al., 2007): 
• Improved handling procedures possible with liquids compared to the powder-
pellet method,  
• versatility of using uranium, thorium, plutonium and mixtures of each, 
• simpler mechanical operations, which make remote operation easier, 
• lower sintering temperatures owing to a smaller crystalline structure, and 




Three different sol-gel techniques can produce spherical ceramics (Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979): 
• Water extraction gelation – developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) (Haas, Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966),  
• external gelation – developed at Nucleare S.p.A. Milan (SNAM) Progetti in Italy 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979), and 
• internal gelation – developed at Keuring van Electrotenische Materialen Arnhem 
(KEMA) in the Netherlands (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973). 
The basics of each technique are similar in nature, with a broth containing the nuclear 
fuel (or ceramic precursor for non-nuclear materials) hardened by gelation in a column, during 
which the precursor broth forms spheres by interfacial surface tension.  The major differences lie 
in the broth formation and gelation steps.  All of the processes start with an acid deficient 
(usually nitrated) broth.  The partial neutralization, or acid deficiency (NO3-/U ratio), keeps the 
broth close to the thermodynamic tipping point for the completion of the gelation (Collins et al., 
2004).  Formation of spheres during settling drives the falling broth from its temporary 
equilibrium to the final gelled state, and gelation occurs over seconds instead of the hours 
required when the broth naturally gels at the broth conditions.  The spheres are then washed, 
dried, calcined, and sintered.  Calcination temperature and time vary based on the constituents in 
the green spheres and the kernel’s desired crystalline structure and pore size. The three sol-gel 




2.3.1.  Water Extraction Process  
In the water extraction process, an organic alcohol dehydrates the precursor broth until 
gelation occurs.  As water is extracted from the broth, the colloidal particles become 
concentrated until the point of gelation, which initiates rapid gelation by precipitation of 
ammonium diuranate (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Water extraction takes place by mass 
transfer across the phase boundaries of the broth and the organic alcohol, and the gelation rate is 
dictated by the rate of the mass transfer.  Because of this limitation, this method can only be used 
for highly acid-deficient solutions (Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978). 
The forming fluid for the water extraction process developed at ORNL (Figure 2.4) 
currently consists of 2-ethyl-1-hexanol (2EH) at temperatures between 25-35 °C and previously 
consisted of 2-methylpentanol or a CCl4-isopropyl alcohol mixture (Haas and Clinton, 1966).  A 
two-fluid nozzle delivers the broth to the formation column with the broth encapsulated by the 
forming fluid as it enters the formation column.   
As the acid-deficient droplet enters the forming fluid column, the forming fluid extracts 
water from the broth and partially densifies the forming kernel.  Interfacial surface tension 
allows the falling broth to form spheres by surface energy minimization.  Typical broth 
formulations consist of an ammonia solution (3.0 M NH4OH-0.5 M N2H4), mixed with a 0.5-2.3 
M NO3- solution (stabilized with formic acid) (Haas, Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966).  The 




 For proper gelation, the spheres must remain suspended in the organic alcohol long 
enough to be relatively dry for handling purposes (Haas and Clinton, 1966; Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979).  Broth molarity and droplet size dictate the gelation time, which can range from 2 to 
20 minutes (Haas and Clinton, 1966).  Surfactants added to the formation fluid prevent the 
spheres from sticking to one another, or to the formation column (Haas, Clinton, and 
Kleinsteuber, 1966).  Ethomeen S/15 and Paraplex G-62 were the original surfactants, but 
Span™-80 results in improved sphere formation with smooth, nonsticking surfaces (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Formation columns can also be fluidized for low molar-long gelation 
time broths.  As the kernels reach complete water extraction, they densify and can no longer be 
fluidized, gathering at the bottom of the column (Haas and Clinton, 1966).   
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The water extraction process developed at ORNL during the 1960s produced spheres of 
ThO2, PuO2, UO2, (Th,U)O2, (U,Pu)O2, (Th,Pu)O2, and (U, Zr)O2 containing rare earth, and 
other actinides for use in gel-sphere-pac fuel (Haas, Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979; Haas and Clinton, 1966).  The issues discussed in the following 
subsection led to the abandonment of this technique. 
 2.3.1.1. Problems With Water Extraction 
When water saturates the forming fluid, partially gelled spheres have a tendency to stick 
to one another and the side of the column, causing clusters that may clog the forming apparatus 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).   These large clusters may not completely gel.  Partially 
gelled spheres may be aged in 2EH to remove the remaining water if the surface is gelled enough 
to not agglomerate with other spheres (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  The water extraction 
process has longer average gelation times than other methods.   
If the mass transfer of the water to the forming fluid is too rapid, the spheres will quickly 
gel on the surface, and water extraction from the interior will distort or crack the spheres during 
the ageing process (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  To address this issue, the water extracting 
organic forming fluid must have a low to medium solubility with water.  Forming fluids with 
high water solubility tend to have smaller interfacial surface tensions which form hardened 
spheroids with an increased tendency to crack (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Flowing the 
2EH at a rate 100-150 times that of the broth lowers the overall water content of 2EH (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979).  This creates a steady state water content in the range of 1-1.5 vol% 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  However, this solution only works with a two-fluid nozzle, 
and a large amount of warm forming fluid must be available in a reservoir to accommodate this 




If a two-fluid nozzle is not used, the solids tend to accumulate at the solvent-broth 
interface and degrade the surface conditions of the sphere.  Surface accumulations are cleaned 
with nitric acid which results in a uranium loss of about 2-4%, and a solvent loss of 0.5% 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Regardless of the cleaning technique, 2,000-5,000 ppm 
carbon inclusions are present in sintered UO2 kernels, owing to the decomposition of retained 
2EH or surfactants (Haas, Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966).  Researchers have investigated many 
variations on drying, calcination, and sintering, but no solution to the additional carbon content 
has been found (Haas, Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966). 
As the kernels densify in the column, the settling velocity increases, which may lead to 
shape formation issues. Shape and pore formation are limiting factors for the water extraction 
process, with larger kernels exhibiting cracking failures during calcination. Based on the 
documented issues, the water extraction method is not useful for developing microspheres of 
urania larger than 600 µm (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  As a consequence, the external 
and internal techniques are described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively, will result in 
superior kernel fabrication in the present research’s investigated size range. 
2.3.2.  External Gelation Process  
The external gelation process uses gaseous or aqueous forms of ammonia to cause 
gelation externally to the broth, and is also known as the gel-support precipitation technique 
(Charollais et al., 2004).  First invented in 1962 in Italy, the SNAM process included this 
fabrication method in 1970.  Kernforschungsanlage (KFA)-Juelich in Germany, Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre in India, Harwell in the United Kingdom, General Atomics in the United States, 
and KEMA in the Netherlands, also developed external gelation methods (Ganguly, 1993; 




In the external gelation process, a water soluble organic polymer (typically polyvinyl 
alcohol), contained in a heavy metal broth, supports the spherical shape formation.  The broth 
then contacts an ammonia-containing fluid which diffuses into the sphere and precipitates the 
heavy metal in the broth.  Spherical drops form during free fall as a result of the broth’s surface 
tension.  More than one delivery system can result in sphere formation, such as: dripping from a 
capillary tube, two-fluid vibrating needle injection, or natural breakup of a laminar stream.  
External gelation processes typically utilize a quick gas exposure followed by liquid contact 
which also supplies the ammonia used for gelation (Ganguly, 1993; Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 
1979).  Figure 2.5 presents a basic flow diagram of the external gelation process.  
The broth consists of the desired heavy metal nitrate, mixed with a water soluble organic 
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polymer acid-attack prevention) (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Previous organic polymers 
include hydroxpropyl methyl cellulose (Methocel), polyvinyl alcohol, dextran, natural gums, and 
Wisprofloc (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979; Charollais, et al., 2004).  The additive and 
modifiers include tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, formamide, urea, ammonium nitrate, dioxane, 
acetamide, and glycine (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  These prevent ammonia conversion 
of the uranyl ions into ammonium diuranate, which gives an uneven shrink distribution in the 
forming kernels (Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978).  These additives may require additional 
considerations during the washing and calcination stages.   
Exposure of an acid deficient solution to ammonia gas at ~100 °C forms a surface skin 
layer in less than 0.02 seconds (Haas et al., 1980).  The quick gelation is both an advantage and 
disadvantage of this formation method.  The broth’s response to an external gelation source is the 
fastest of the production methods, but the kernel experiences shape problems if the gelation is 
carried out too swiftly.  External gelation broths typically contain additions to increase viscosity 
which aids in faster sphere formation (Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978).  After formation, 
ammonia nitrate (or other salts) must be removed prior to drying to prevent cracking (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979). This process typically uses dilute ammonia solutions which also keep 
the heavy metals from going back into solution (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Distilled 
water removes residual ammonia from the sphere’s exteriors.  Kernels produced by the external 
gelation method typically go through an additional dehydration step to remove residual water 
and organic compounds before calcination. Sintering processes take place in an Ar-4% H2 
atmosphere to reduce the UO3 created in the gelation process to UO2.  Temperature and times 
vary depending on the size of the kernels and the desired density.  Nuclear materials that have 




(Zimmer, Naiefe, and Ringel, 1978; Ganguly, 1993; Ringel and Zimmer, 1979; Zimmer et al., 
1988).  The external gelation process is still used for TRISO fuel kernel production; however, the 
internal gelation process is used in the United States for kernel production based on formation 
issues related to the external gelation process.  These process issues are presented in the 
following subsection. 
2.3.2.1. Problems With External Gelation 
Due to quick gelation times in ammonia-based gases, external gelation broths must first 
enter a gas that does not contain ammonia for proper formation before initial gelation begins 
(Haas, 1992).  However, sphere deformation may occur at the gas-liquid interface if drop 
formation occurs in a gas that is not an ammonia donor (Haas, 1992).  A two-gas system, where 
formation occurs in air prior to exposure to an ammonia-based gas strengthens the surface of the 
sphere, reducing deformation (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Bubbling ammonia gas 
through the ammonia-containing liquid creates a bubble blanket at the liquid-gas interface, which 
also lessens the chance of a splatter.  The British use this technique to address deformation issues 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  The ammonia gas is supplied to the column at ~100 °C, 
which is a problematic containment issue due to its chemical nature and properties at this 
temperature, especially when used in a two-gas system (Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978). 
Externally gelled spheres have a tendency to reabsorb water after the drying process.  
This rehydration can occur so quickly that the spheres burst before being introduced to a furnace 
(Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  KFA avoided this problem with a continuous belt dryer, 




Uranium spheres produced via external gelation with low molar broth concentrations 
result in a large shrinkage factor which forms nonspherical kernels and leads to an increase in 
cracking failures (Fu et al., 2004).  This issue is common with the sol-gel processing of uranium, 
and a high molar concentration broth alleviates the problem.  The KEMA process has difficulty 
in producing spheres larger than 100 µm in diameter with the external gelation process. (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979). 
The external gelation process potentially utilizes ammonia in both a gaseous and liquid 
forms, which will produce a large amount of ammonia-based waste.  The external gelation 
process also requires a more elaborate equipment setup than the internal gelation systems 
described in the next section.  
2.3.3.  Internal Gelation Process  
The internal gelation process uses water soluble chemicals located within the broth as the 
ammonia donors via thermal decomposition.  The process requires an acid deficient heavy metal 
precursor mixed with urea and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA).  The mixed broth is chilled to 
~0 °C to prevent premature gelation.   
The first step in creating a broth is the partial neutralization to the point where gelation 
has almost started, but is not complete without the heat required to decompose the HMTA and 
begin the final gelation (Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978).  Stable broths should stay in solution 
for about an hour without gelation at low temperatures (0-10 °C).  Thermal decomposition of 
HMTA generates ammonia which causes kernel gelation. The urea complexes with the uranium, 
stabilizes the broth, prevents premature gelation, and also decomposes at elevated temperatures 




uniformly distributed within the broth, the rate of gelation is fairly constant throughout the 
gelling sphere, as long as the heat transfer is rapid and the drop size is sufficiently small (Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979).  The internal gelation process is the most common method of kernel 
production, and is covered in detail in this section.  KEMA in the Netherlands originally 
developed the process, which is colloquially given the same name.  Figure 2.6 presents a 
simplified flow sheet of the internal gelation process.   
Internal gelation offers several advantages for spheroid production (Hunt, Montgomery, 
and Collins, 2010; Arima et al., 2005; Alder, Ledergerber, and Stratton, 1987; Collins, 2005; 
Zimmer, Naefe, and Ringel, 1978): 
• Better control of gelation time, 
• improved control of microsphere size, 
• enhanced reproducibility, 
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• good homogenous incorporation of fine particles of non-radioactive materials,  
• low sintering temperature, 
• simplified flow sheets for carbide based fuels which reduces the production of 
pyrophoric dust, 
• precipitation of metal ions and geometric shape formation can take place 
simultaneously, 
• control of crystal morphology in the gelled spheres, and 
• large-scale engineering processing. 
Like all multi-step chemical processes, internal gelation is controlled by the slowest step.  
For urania spheres, the gelation rate is controlled by the slowest of three processes (Haas et al., 
1980): 
• The heat transfer required to bring the kernel temperature to the forming fluid’s 
temperature, 
• the decomposition of HMTA to release ammonia for gelation, or 
• the precipitation of hydrated UO3 by the ammonia.  
The HMTA decomposition (Equation 2.1), urea decomposition (Equation 2.2), and metal 
hydrolysis (Equation 2.3) reactions can be written as (Haas et al., 1980; Idemitsu et al., 2003; 
Robisson et al., 2007): 
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As HMTA ([CH2]6N4) decomposes into ammonia and formaldehyde (Equation 2.1), the 
broth’s pH rises, which precipitates the metal after it hydrolyses (Equation 2.3).  ORNL 
concluded that the controlling steps for urania internal gelation are dependent on the formation 
temperature (Haas et al., 1980). Below 40 °C the HMTA decomposition is controlling, and 
above 40 °C the heat transfer from the forming fluid to the droplet controls the process, with film 
resistance controlling heat transfer (Haas et al, 1980).  
Heat transfer from the forming fluid to the forming spheres is fairly rapid, and the 
resulting gelation times have a small dependence on the kernel size (Haas et al., 1980).  This was 
a major driving force for ORNL to work with the internal gelation process for preparation of 
spherical kernels with diameters greater than 1,200 µm (Haas et al., 1980).  ORNL demonstrated 
that increasing the metal concentration while keeping a stable broth increases the time a broth 
can last at low temperatures and shortens gelation time at higher temperatures (Haas et al., 1980).   
The generation of NH4OH by the decomposition of HMTA will proceed quickly based on 
the HMTA’s homogenous distribution in the broth, and because mass transfer is not required 
(Haas et al., 1980).  The HMTA buffers the broth during gelation, and the pH of the broth must 
be less than 7.0 for any metal ion to precipitate properly (Collins, 2005). 
The broth needs to be delivered through the nozzle/needle in the laminar regime to 
prevent the broth from breaking apart into smaller droplets (Haas, 1992).  According to Oak 
Ridge experiments, the jet diameter should be about half of the intended drop diameter 
(specifically ~2.2 times smaller) (Haas, 1992).  The ORNL experiments demonstrated similar 




should be 1.89 times larger than the droplet size (Lefebvre, 1989).  Figure 2.7 presents a 
conceptual drawing of the laminar flow stream breakup and kernel development. 
  Smaller drops may collect and coalesce at the air-forming fluid interface.  Introducing an 
upward flow in the forming fluid reduces this coalescence while allowing droplet entrapment 
(Ganatra et al., 2008).  The countercurrent flow not only improves the forming fluid residence 
time, it also helps to maintain the temperature of the forming column (Ganatra et al., 2008).  The 
presence of Span™-80 or other surfactants prevent coalescence of liquid drops by modifying 
surface tension at the liquid-liquid interface (Segal, 1989).  For droplets smaller than 1,500 µm 











30-45 °C (Haas, 1992).  This reduces droplets collecting at the liquid-air interface and decreases 
the force of the droplets entering the viscous medium.  
The washing/aging of green kernels physically removes the forming fluid, leaches 
NH4NO3 and other soluble constituents from the broth, and allows for complete gelation before 
calcination (Haas et al., 1980).  For viscous forming fluids such as silicone oil, a preliminary 
wash with a more volatile organic solvent may be needed before the aging step in an ammonia-
based solution (Haas et al., 1980).  Previous cleaning methods have used carbon tetrachloride 
(Pathak et al., 2008; Haas et al., 1983) and kerosene (Idemitsu et al., 2003; Arima et al., 2005) 
for this step.  The washing needs to remove materials that may be considered contaminants in the 
final product, are difficult to calcine from the kernel, or that will crack the sphere during the heat 
treatment steps. 
During formation, water is extracted from the surface of the forming kernel and a small 
amount may go into solution with the forming fluid or vaporize with a low-boiling azeotrope 
(Haas et al., 1980).  The azeotropic boiling point of TCE is less than 80 °C and facilitates water 
removal, but byproducts will still persist in the forming fluid, and some forming fluid is lost to 
evaporation.  Certain hydrocarbon mixtures with boiling points above 130 °C may result in poor 
kernel surfaces, which may erode during the washing step (Haas et al., 1980).  Previous forming 
fluids with this problem include paraffin, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, and tetrachloroethylene (Haas et 
al., 1980).  The chemical structure difference between TCE and 1,1,2-trichloroethane is small, 
but the resulting overall kernel quality is very different (Haas et al., 1980).  Many of the 
chemicals selected for future work may exhibit surface qualities similar to either of the previous 





… Previous studies on the internal gelation production of zirconia and nuclear materials are 
shown in Table 2.1.  All previous internal gelation studies with zirconia were conducted in 
silicone oil and contain material inclusions (yttria was included for stabilization if not specified 
in Table 2.1).  Urania internal gelation is most commonly performed in silicone oil, followed by 
TCE and 2EH.  Kernel production in TCE favors the fluid’s lower viscosity and ease of forming 
fluid removal, and 2EH production persists from previous research with the water extraction 
process.  UCO production began in 2EH, and progressed to silicone oil before concluding in 
TCE.   The urania, UCO, and zirconia production schemes are covered in Sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 
and 2.3.6, respectively.  Other nuclear materials production studies included mixed oxides and 
carbides of uranium, thorium, and plutonium (see Table 2.1). 
2.3.3.1. Advantages of the Internal Gelation Process 
The internal gelation process produces kernels with sphericities as low as 1.01, compared 
with 1.05 for kernels produced by the external gelation process (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 
2010; Nagley et al., 2010).  In contrast to the external gelation and water extraction processes, 
the internal gelation process does not involve the mass transfer of reactants, which means the 
gelation time is only a function of the heat transfer rate.  With increasing kernel diameters, mass 
transfer within the kernel is more inhibiting than heat transfer from the formation fluid.  Thus, 
the internal gelation process is the only practical method for the production of large spheres with 







Table 2.1. Previous internal sol-gel techniques
ZrO2 + inclusions UO2 UCO (U,Th)O2 (U,Pu)O2 (U,Pu)C
Silicone Oil
Idemitsu et al., 
2003a; Arima et al., 
2005b; Robisson et 
al. 2007b; Pathak, 
2008; Benay, 
Hubert, and Modolo, 
2008b; Hunt, 
Montgomery, and 
Collins, 2010; Hunt 
et al., 2010c
Collins et al., 2004; 
Ganguly and Basak, 
1991; Ganguly, 1993; 
Gunduz and Onal, 1991; 
Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Hunt and 
Collins, 2004; Hunt et al., 
2007; Kumar et al., 2006; 
Makarov, Semenov, and 




Haas et al., 1983 Collins, Lloyd, and 
Shell, 2005; 











Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979
Barnes et al., 
2008; Nagley et 
al., 2010, Ebner 
2004
Haas et al., 1983
2-ethyl-1-hexanol (2EH)
Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979




Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983
Haas et al., 1983
C2Cl4
Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979
Lahr, 1976
Paraffin Huschka et al., 1973 Huschka et al., 
1973
Paraffin-C2Cl4
Kanij et al., 1973; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979
Louwrier and 
Schonherr, 1974




2.3.3.2. Problems With Internal Gelation 
Silicone oil used as a gelation medium has a tendency to stick to the kernels owing to its 
high viscosity, and washing typically requires carbon tetrachloride (Haas et al., 1983; Pathak et 
al., 2008), TCE (Haas et al., 1983), or kerosene (Idemitsu et al., 2003; Arima et al., 2005).  
Washing with these compounds produces a small mixed waste stream, though at a much smaller   
volume than that resulting from the disposal of the forming fluid.   
Cluster formation by kernels that have not reached full gelation is a major problem.  The 
factors influencing this are (Louwrier and Schonherr, 1974):  
• Temperature of the column, 
• water content of the column liquid, and 
• surfactants and impurities dissolved in the column liquid. 
A lower formation temperature tends to result in incomplete solidification of the kernels, 
allowing the surfaces of each to stick to one another.  Further gelation of these agglomerates 
tends to plug the gelation system or lead to clusters sticking to the side of the gelation column 
(Haas et al., 1983).  The buildup of byproducts and water also inhibits gelation, through 
inadequate heat transfer and reduced surface extraction of byproducts.  Surfactants added to the 
forming fluid change the surface tension of the forming kernels, thus reducing their chance of 
agglomerating and sticking to the formation column (Haas et al., 1983).   
The disadvantages of the internal gelation process are easily addressed with the chemistry 
and process changes described above.  The internal gelation process will be the kernel 
production process at CSM, and the corresponding chemistries of zirconia, urania, and uranium 




2.3.4.  Urania Sphere Production 
UO2 fuels have long been used in nuclear power reactors, most commonly in Boiling 
Water Reactors  and Pressurized-Water Reactors.  These two Light-Water Reactor (LWR) 
designs supply ~20% of the United States total electrical needs, by means of 103 reactors 
(Tompkins, 2013).  The LWRs use urania in pellet form, instead of the coated spheres used in the 
VHTR.  Urania spheres were also the planned fuel for the HTR designs.   
Normal urania broths have a pH of 3.5-6 with urania precipitation occurring at a pH 
greater than 3.5.  This precipitation cannot happen with urea present, which complexes with the 
uranyl ions at lower temperatures.  When heat is applied to the system (via the forming fluid), 
uranium decomplexation occurs (Equation 2.4) and hydrolysis (Equation 2.5) can proceed 
(Collins et al., 2004): 
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HMTA thermally decomposes at elevated temperatures, supplying ammonia to the 
system at a controlled rate and scavenging the H+ ions from the system, thus raising the pH and 
hardening the broth during free-fall via metal precipitation.  Surface tension at the liquid-liquid 
interface forms spheres by surface energy minimization after the broth has reached its steady 
state settling velocity.  The precipitation of UO3 forms the final green particle (Kanij, Noothout, 





The broth can be prepared in a number of ways (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979):  
• Adding UO3, U3O8, or UO2 to a substoichiometric amount of nitric acid, 
• adding UO3 to a stoichiometric amount of uranyl nitrate, or 
• amine extraction of acid from uranyl nitrate. 
ORNL uses up to a 3.4 M acid-deficient uranyl nitrate solution with NO3-/U mole ratios 
of 1.5 to 1.7 (Haas et al., 1980).  The uranyl nitrate solution is created by dissolving UO3 or U3O8 
in nitric acid, which is then mixed with HMTA and urea (Haas et al., 1980).  With the specified 
1.5-1.7 mole ratio, the uranium concentration should be ≥2.9 M, which is slightly 
superstoichiometric since uranyl nitrate has a molar ratio of 2.0 (Haas et al., 1980).  ORNL found 
the optimal NO3- concentration to be 5.7 M, with a 3.6 M uranium concentration, and a NO3-/U 
ratio of 1.6 (Haas et al., 1980). 
The KEMA process uses a broth composition of 3 M uranium with a NO3-/U ratio around 
1.5 (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).  This ratio can be achieved by dissolving uranium 
oxide or uranyl nitrate in nitric acid (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).  The acid deficient 
uranyl nitrate solution is then mixed together with 1.4 volumes of a 3 M urea/3 M HMTA 
solution.  This mixture is stable for 24 hours if kept at 0 °C, a few minutes at 15 °C, and only a 
few seconds at 60 °C (Beatty, Norman, and Notz, 1979).  Both solutions have an indefinite shelf 
life if not mixed together. 
Gelation temperature for urania spheres can have a very large impact on the green density 
of produced kernels with NO3-/U broth molar ratios between 1.5 and 1.7 (Collins et al., 2004).  
The density difference can be seen by visual inspection, with the color ranging from pale yellow 




attributed to the crystalline structure and pore sizes of the urania spheres.  The pale yellow 
spheres have large crystals and large pores, and the golden yellow-orange spheres have small 
crystals and pores, or are amorphous (Collins et al., 2004).  The green spheres with large crystals 
tend to be weaker and experience problems with leaching/erosion during washing, but are still 
preferred over the small crystal spheres as a result of the difficulty associated with removing 
impurities during the heat treatment steps (Collins et al., 2004).  This leads to gelation 
temperatures for urania in the 50-75 °C range to avoid sphere cracking during the drying, 
calcination, or sintering steps.  Carbon black has also been used as a pore former in urania sphere 
production (Ganguly and Basak, 1991). 
Gelation takes place in one of the previously discussed forming fluids (Section 2.3.3), 
and most systems use a vibrating needle to deliver the fluid.  The KEMA process uses a slight 
overpressure in a capillary tube to deliver the broth to the formation column.  Droplets of desired 
size fall naturally into a column of hot organic liquid at 80-95 °C (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 
1973).  The KEMA process uses a mixture of paraffin and tetrachloroethene at 90-95 °C for 
large final diameters (~1,000 µm or greater), and a mixture of branched aliphatic aryl substituted 
hydrocarbons at 80-90 °C for smaller spheres (~100 µm) (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).   
The addition of a small amount of surfactant greatly reduces the tendency for forming 
kernels to stick to one another before gelation has been completed in the forming column (Haas 
et al., 1980).  Currently, Span™-80 is the surfactant of choice, and is added at a rate of 0.01-0.05 
vol% to the forming fluid for large kernels, and continuously at a rate of 0.001-0.03 L/L to the 
broth feed (Haas et al., 1980). 
ORNL has experimentally determined relative gelation times by two methods.  The first 




fluid, and the second is the time required for forming kernels to not stick to one another (Haas et 
al., 1980).  These times are between 3.1 and 8.3 seconds, respectively (Haas et al., 1980). 
The washing/aging step for urania kernels is a three part process: displacement of the 
forming fluid, leaching of NH4NO3, and allowing the NH4OH to finish the gelation process 
(Haas et al., 1980).  The washing step removes ammonium nitrate, HMTA, and urea from the 
porous gelled structure and purges the forming fluid from the kernel’s surface (Kanij, Noothout, 
and Votooek, 1973).  ORNL removes most of the TCE forming fluid (when TCE is used) by a 5-
15 minute exposure to a down flow of air, with the rest removed during calcination (Haas et al., 
1980).  Prior to the use of TCE as a forming fluid, silicone oil was removed with a 50/50 volume 
mixture of isopropyl alcohol and aqueous ammonia solution (Haas et al., 1980).  TCE, CCl4, and 
other alcohols can also be used to remove silicone oil (Haas et al., 1980; Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979; Louwrier and Schonherr, 1974; Ganatra et al., 2008).  ORNL wash times for large 
batches of UO2 kernels are 45-70 minutes to reduce the nitrate content by a factor of 100-1,000 
(Haas et al., 1980).  Currently, aging takes place in warm ammonia which acts as both a heat 
source and an external gelation source to complete kernel gelation.   
After washing, the kernels have a porosity of ~54%, and crystalline size of 100-150 Å 
(Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).  The high porosity helps with the removal of chemical 
constituents during the drying and calcination steps.  Before calcination, the average green 
composition is UO3·5/3H2O·1/3NH3 (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973), and the average 
shrinkage factor from liquid droplet to dried sphere is 1.6 (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).   
The spheres are then loaded on a tray for heat treatment.  First, the spheres are dried to 
remove the excess water.  The drying occurs as the furnace ramps to the calcination temperature 




but will take much longer for a larger scaled production.   The drying rate plays very little or no 
role in the final product density (Haas, 1980).   
When the furnace reaches 450 °C, the calcination of the UO3 green kernels can begin.  
This step removes water, ammonium salts, and organic materials from the green kernels without 
signification shrinkage (Haas et al., 1980).  The calcined spheres are a mixture of α-UO2.9 (black 
in color) and β-UO3 (orange in color), and a final composition of UO2 is required (Kanij, 
Noothout, and Votooek, 1973).  The calcined kernels are removed from the stainless steel tray 
and placed on a one inch deep molybdenum tray for sintering (Haas et al., 1980).  The furnace 
temperature is raised to 1,600 °C (in 3 hours), held for 4 hours, and then cooled back to room 
temperature at the furnace’s natural cool down rate (Haas et al., 1980).  During sintering, a 100% 
hydrogen atmosphere reduces the UO3 material to UO2.  This step also completely removes the 
residual volatile compounds, and decreases the kernels’ size, increasing their density to ~99% 
theoretical (Haas et al., 1980).  The linear shrinkage factor from dried spheres to sintered spheres 
is 1.6 (Kanij, Noothout, and Votooek, 1973). 
2.3.5.  Uranium Oxycarbide Sphere Production 
Uranium oxycarbide (UCO) is a mixture of UO2, UC, and UC2.  The carbide phase is 
added to the UO2 phase to minimizes kernel migration within the TRISO fuel particles, 
immobilize fission products, and prevent fission product attack of the coating during irradiation 
(Ebner, 2004).  Carbides have high atomic densities, high thermal conductivities, do not react 
with the helium coolant under normal conditions, and have shown excellent high burn-up 
behavior (Alder, Ledergerber, and Stratton, 1987).  UCO kernels must contain at least 32% UO2 
to prevent attack of the silicon carbide layer by rare-earth fission products, generated during 




chosen this carbide/oxide fuel source for the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) (Idaho 
National Laboratory et al., 2005).  Uranium oxycarbide kernels are currently going through 
irradiation tests in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). 
The gelation process for UCO kernels is similar to the UO2 process described earlier, but 
the broth also contains carbon black and a dispersant.  A carbothermic reduction step, after the 
UO3 to UO2 reduction, converts the urania in contact with carbon into uranium carbide 
(Equations 2.6-2.8).  This formation initiates around 1,200 °C, and achieves faster reaction rates 
between 1,500-1,600 °C (Ebner, 2004).  Sintering and reduction control the amount of each 
carbide phase.   
The maximum carbon content able to combine with uranium is 8.58 wt%, which equates 
to UC1.86, compared to stoichiometric UC2 (Ebner, 2004).  Carbon added above this threshold 
will precipitate as elemental carbon.  At 1,800 °C, UC1.96 is the dominate phase, but above 1,800 
°C, UC1.86 is the dominate phase.  As the temperature decreases below 1800 °C, UC1.96 will 
decompose to UC (Ebner, 2004).  Decomposition to U2C3 can also take place, but is fairly slow, 
and is almost completely inhibited by the presence of UO2 in this system (Ebner, 2004).  The 
UO3 produced during gelation is not stable at temperatures above 500 °C and will readily 
decompose to UO2.  The process is accelerated by the addition of carbon before reduction to UC-
UC2, (Ebner, 2004).  Urania can also transform to uranium monocarbide in the presence of 
carbon or uranium dicarbide (Equations 2.7 and 2.8).  The addition of carbon to the broth does 
not impact the overall sphericity of the kernels compared to UO2 production (Hunt et al., 2010). 
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Carbon monoxide is produced during the reduction steps (Equations 2.6-2.8).  Changes in 
the carbon monoxide partial pressure alter the chemical composition and density of the kernel 
(Stinton, Lackey, and Spence, 1982).  Keeping the CO pressure below equilibrium 
thermodynamically favors the transformation from urania to uranium carbide.  Based on existing 
data, UO2 and UC2 are in a thermodynamic equilibrium (at 1,550 °C) in atmospheres with CO 
partial pressures between 1.2-1.9% (Stinton, Lackey, and Spence, 1982).  Monocarbide phase 
production (which is undesired because it readily reacts with the graphite buffer layer producing 
UC2), is limited at this CO partial pressure.  
The current sol-gel production process for UCO (Figure 2.8) starts with a solution of 
uranyl nitrate, urea, HMTA, carbon black, and Tamol™ at 0 °C (Barnes et al., 2008).  The urea 
prevents premature gelation at lower temperatures and accelerates HMTA decomposition at 
elevated temperatures, while the HMTA serves as an ammonia donor for gelation (Collins, Hunt, 
and Del Cul, 2004). The Tamol™ acts as a dispersant for the carbon black, which reacts with 
UO2 to form uranium carbide during a subsequent carbothermic reduction (Step 5, Figure 2.8) 
(Barnes et al., 2008).  An ultrasonic vibratory unit also increases carbon dispersion during broth 
formation. 
After removal of excess forming fluid byproducts, the green spheres are dried in air, and 
calcined in hydrogen to remove the remaining forming fluid from the kernel (Step 4, Figure 2.8) 




UO2 (Collins, Hunt, and Del Cul, 2004). Further reduction takes place in a CO/Ar atmosphere at 
1,680 °C, which causes the carbon black to react with the UO2 to produce UC, UC2, and CO 
(Step 5, Figure 2.8) (Barnes et al., 2008).  A final sintering step at 1,890 °C sinters and densifies 
the kernel (Step 6, Figure 2.8) (Barnes et al., 2008).   
The sintered kernels are removed from the furnace, allowed to cool, and sieved to remove 
undersized and oversized particles.  An inclined table sorts the kernels that meet the specified 
diameters to remove non-spherical particles, followed by analysis to verify the spherical kernels 
comply with the NGNP specifications (Step 7, Figure 2.8) (Barnes et al., 2008).  Kernels that 
meet required design specifications are particle coated with isostructural layers (Step 8, Figure 
2.8). 
 




2.3.6.  Zirconia Kernel Production 
Zirconia has been considered for inert matrix, ceramic-ceramic matrix (cercer), and 
ceramic-metal matrix (cermet) fuels, as well as a surrogate to simulate radioactive materials such 
as in this study (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010; Arima et al., 2005).  Zirconia’s low 
thermal conductivity may cause cracks in the fuel if cercer or cermet inclusions are not present 
(Idemitsu et al., 2003).  While the formation method for zirconia is similar to UO2 and UCO, 
zirconia production requires yttrium to form a stable crystalline structure (Hunt, Montgomery, 
and Collins, 2010).  Pure zirconia usually crystallizes in the monoclinic phase, but changes to the 
tetragonal phase around 1,273 K, which initiates sphere cracking by volume expansion.  At least 
7 mol% yttria is needed in the zirconia matrix to avoid the monoclinic to tetragonal 
transformation (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010). Cracking can also occur in zirconia as a 
consequence of its limited porosity, which does not allow gas permeation during the heating 
steps (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  These cracking problems make zirconia difficult 
to work with, even for small geometric objects such as TRISO kernels.  A multi-step cleaning 
process is needed to avoid cracking during the calcination/sintering steps (Hunt, Montgomery, 
and Collins, 2010). 
Zirconia production may start with zirconyl nitrate (ZrO[NO3]2) or zirconyl chloride 
(ZrO[Cl]2), but most production methods begin with the nitrate form, as the chloride salts are 
corrosive (Collins, 2005).  ORNL dissolves zirconyl nitrate into deionized water, and mixes this 
solution into a solution of yttrium metal dissolved in nitric acid (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 
2010).  After combination, the zirconium and yttrium concentrations are 1.063 M and 0.093 M 
respectively.  A mixture of 3.2 M urea and 3.2 M HMTA is then combined with the metal 




before adding to 59.30 g of the urea-HMTA solution (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  
These two solutions are mixed together at 0 °C and held for at least one hour (Hunt, 
Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  The precursor mixture has a pH ~0.8, which is close to the 
precipitation pH of zirconium, but is far from the yttrium precipitation pH (7.4).  Gelled kernels 
have a pH between 3-6, with a maximum pH of 6 from HMTA buffering during gelation (Hunt, 
Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  Since the yttrium will not precipitate during gelation, a 
NH4OH washing step completes its precipitation. 
Another broth production method combines zirconium oxychloride with water and 
centrimide before mixing with an equimolar solution (3 M) of urea and HMTA (Pathak et al., 
2008).  The centrimide is a pore former for the kernels, which aids in gas escape during the 
calcination process and helps to prevent cracking, but reduces the final sphere density.  
Equations 2.9-2.12 describe the chemical reactions taking place during zirconia gelation, 
using zirconium nitrate as the metal precursor (Collins, 2005; Arima et al., 2005):   
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ORNL drops the Zr-Y broth into a silicone oil forming fluid at 95 °C via a vibrating 21 
gauge needle at a flow rate of 9.2 cm3/min with a frequency of 221 Hz.  This equates to 13,260 
drops/min with an average drop diameter of 1,100 µm, and gelation occurs within 8-10 s (Hunt, 




silicone oil at 90 °C (Pathak et al., 2008).  The spheres are collected in a wire mesh basket after 
gelation, and then aged in silicone oil for 20 min, followed by a wash with 0.5 M NH4OH.   
Four successive washes with TCE removes the excess silicone oil.  The green kernels are 
kept in a wire mesh basket and lowered into a beaker containing TCE which is mechanically 
stirred to increase contact time.  Each washing step takes approximately 15 min.  The TCE is 
allowed to evaporate before further washing with 0.5 M NH4OH to remove NH4NO3, urea, and 
HMTA (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  The ammonia wash solution is monitored with 
a conductivity meter until the resistivity of the material is below 1,000 µΩ, which takes 
approximately 30 minutes each (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  Following the 
ammonia wash, the kernels are washed with deionized water until the resistivity reaches 0.7 µΩ.  
The kernels are then placed in a beaker, covered with deionized water, and placed into a sealed 
thick-walled Teflon container.  This assembly is then placed in an oven and heated to 200 °C for 
three hours (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  After the removal from the oven, the 
kernels are washed with deionized water again, and then washed with 1-methoxy-2-propanol 
(CH3OCH2CH[OH]CH3) five times for 20 minutes each (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  
Finally, a deionized water wash is used to remove excess Dowanol PM from the kernel surface.  
The washing procedure results in a 0% failure rate.  After each washing step, the kernels are 
allowed to shrink naturally under ambient conditions, with a total shrinkage from approximately 
1,100 µm to 510 µm (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  The overall shrinkage from drop 
diameter to sintered diameter with the mentioned broth formulations is a factor of four (Hunt, 
Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).   
Figure 2.9 presents an adapted sintering schedule which uses the sintering temperature 




2010).  Calcination for yttria stabilized zirconia takes place up to 400 °C, with a ramp rate of 1 
°C/min from room temperature.  The furnace temperature is then taken to the sintering 
temperature of 1600 °C at a ramp rate of 2 °C/min, and held for 4 hours.  The furnace is then 
allowed to cool to room temperature at its natural cool-down rate.   Kernel characterization and 
washing steps may change these process conditions, particular the calcination stage which is 
dependent on forming fluid and byproduct accumulation on and in the formed kernels.  Without 
proper sintering times, the yttria may not fully stabilize the zirconia, leaving behind small 
amounts of monoclinic zirconia.  This amount may be fairly small and only observed by x-ray 
diffraction analysis, or may be on a large scale creating visible surface fissures. 




2.3.7.  Mixed Waste Issues  
The usage of TCE as a forming fluid creates a mixed waste stream containing both 
hazardous and radioactive wastes.  Small amounts of mixed waste can also be created during the 
washing/aging step if kernel formation takes place in high viscosity forming fluid that requires 
TCE for removal; however, the forming fluid is a much larger volume and is the main waste 
source.  Regardless of the forming fluid, a small amount of radioactivity will be present in the 
spent fluid.  Because spent TCE is both hazardous and radioactive, it becomes a source of mixed 
waste from TRISO fuel kernel production.  During production, the volatility of TCE is a concern 
as the compound readily evaporates at room temperature and constantly needs to be replenished 
during production.  An ideal candidate for TCE replacement would remain in the liquid state and 
not produce a mixed waste stream. 
Mixed waste streams can be created in any facility where radioactive materials are used, 
including medical diagnostic testing and research, pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
development, pesticide research, and nuclear power plant operations.  According to the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), mixed waste streams are created in all 50 states in the 
U.S. (Environmental Protection Agency, 2012).  Approximately 4,000 cubic meters of low-level 
mixed waste were created in the U.S. in 1990.  The majority of created waste was contained in 
liquid scintillation cocktails (71%), followed by organic solvents and waste oil (18%), and toxic 
metals (3%) (Environmental Protection Agency, 2012).  Of this waste, approximately 98% is 
generated at DOE facilities in the United States (Environmental Protection Agency, 2012).  A 
certified handler of mixed waste sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) must 
take possession and transport the material from the generating facility according to RCRA 




allowed if the production facility is also certified for disposal, which is not common.  The use of 
certified handlers for disposal and transportation of the waste material increases the overall cost 
of TRISO fuel production. 
Changing the forming fluid to a replacement that still results in the optimum gelation 
conditions without creating a mixed waste would reduce disposal costs and improve the 
economics of kernel production. The following chapter presents work completed to select a non-
hazardous alternate forming fluid, including selection criteria to ensure the elimination of this 
waste stream. 
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SELECTION AND PROPERTIES OF ALTERNATIVE FORMING FLUIDS FOR TRISO 
FUEL KERNEL PRODUCTION 
Adapted from a paper published in the 
Journal of Nuclear Materials1 
 
M.P. Baker2,3, J.C. King2,4, B.P. Gorman5, D.W. Marshall6 
 
Current Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) designs incorporate TRi-structural 
ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel, which consists of a spherical fissile fuel kernel surrounded by layers of 
pyrolytic carbon and silicon carbide.  An internal sol-gel process forms the fuel kernel using wet 
chemistry to produce uranium oxyhydroxide gel spheres by dropping a cold precursor solution 
into a hot column of trichloroethylene (TCE).  Over time, gelation byproducts inhibit complete 
gelation, and the TCE must be purified or discarded.  The resulting TCE waste stream contains 
both radioactive and hazardous materials and is thus considered a mixed hazardous waste.  
Changing the forming fluid to a non-hazardous alternative could greatly improve the economics 
of TRISO fuel kernel production.  Selection criteria for a replacement forming fluid narrowed a 
list of ~10,800 chemicals to yield ten potential replacement forming fluids: 1-bromododecane, 1-
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bromotetradecane, 1-bromoundecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, 1-chlorotetradecane, 1-iododecane, 1-
iodododecane, 1-iodohexadecane, 1-iodooctadecane, and squalane.    The density, viscosity, and 
surface tension for each potential replacement forming fluid were measured as a function of 
temperature between 25 °C and 80 °C.  Calculated settling velocities and heat transfer rates give 
an overall column height approximation.  1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-
iodododecane show the greatest promise as replacements, and future tests will verify their ability 
to form satisfactory fuel kernels. 
Nomenclature 
Greek Symbols 
αp precursor solution thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
µf forming fluid viscosity, (Pa·s) 
ρf forming fluid density (kg/m3) 
ρp precursor solution density (kg/m3) 
σ surface tension (N/m) 
ω acentric factor 
 
Latin Symbols 
Bi Biot number (dimensionless)  
CD drag coefficient (dimensionless)  
Cpf specific heat capacity at constant pressure, forming fluid (J/kg·K) 
d kernel diameter (m)  
Fo Fourier number (dimensionless) 
g acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2) 
h overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m·K) 
Hmin minimum column length (cm) 
kf thermal conductivity of forming fluid (W/m2·K)  
kp thermal conductivity of precursor solution (W/m2·K) 
Nu Nusselt number (dimensionless)  




Pr Prandtl number (dimensionless) 
r sphere’s radius (m)  
Ret Reynolds number at settling velocity (dimensionless) 
th heat transfer time for center of kernel temperature to be 5/6ths of the forming fluid’s (s) 
T temperature in kernel at specified position, (K) 
Tc critical temperature (K) 
Ti initial temperature in kernel at specified position (K) 
T∞ forming fluid temperature (K) 
Vc critical volume (cm3/mol) 
vt settling velocity (m/s or cm/s) 
We Weber number (dimensionless) 
Zc critical compressibility (dimensionless) 
3.1.  Introduction 
The Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) (Figure 3.1) is a helium gas-cooled thermal 
reactor capable of outlet temperatures of up to 1000 °C (Abram and Ion, 2008).  It is the second 
iteration of the High Temperature Reactor (HTR) first proposed at Harwell in the 1950s (Huddle, 
1959).  The operating temperature is much higher than a typical light water reactor, and permits 
the VHTR to be a versatile tool for commercial applications (Abram and Ion, 2008).  The VHTR 
is configured in either a prismatic or pebble bed design (Abram and Ion, 2008).   The prismatic 
core (Figure 3.1) is characterized by hexagonal blocks of graphite used as the reactor’s 
moderator and reflector.  Fuel compacts and cooling channels are located within these blocks, 
and are positioned in an annular or cylindrical arrangement. Each fuel compact consists of a 
mixture of graphite binder and TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel.  The VHTR is primarily 
considered for a once-through uranium cycle, but can also be used with thorium based or 




The TRISO particle consists of a 200-500 µm diameter sphere of uranium oxide (UO2), 
uranium carbide (UC), or uranium oxycarbide (UCO), coated with carbon and silicon carbide 
(SiC) layers (see Figure 3.2).  The carbon buffer absorbs the kinetic energy of ballistic fission 
fragments, provides void volume for gaseous fission products, and accommodates kernel 
swelling.  The silicon carbide layer acts as a pressure and diffusion barrier, and the two pyrolytic 
graphite layers protect the silicon carbide layer during production and irradiation.  Although 
layer thicknesses vary between manufacturers, the buffer layer is usually around 100 µm, the 
silicon carbide layer around 35 µm, and the pyrolytic carbon layers around 40 µm, for fuels 
developed and qualified in the United States (Petti et al., 2002).  
The current kernel production process in the U.S. uses trichloroethylene (TCE) as the 




















byproducts in the forming fluid inhibit complete gelation, and the forming fluid is periodically 
replaced (Niedzialek, 2011).  Since the spent forming fluid contains both hazardous and 
radioactive components, it becomes a mixed waste, which is difficult and expensive to treat and 
dispose of. At current laboratory scales this is not a significant issue, but it will become a larger 
problem when the process is scaled to industrial production.  Currently, approximately 1.5 
gallons of TCE are used to produce 1 kg of uranium oxycarbide kernels (Niedzialek, 2011).  
Assuming a bulk disposal cost of $75/gallon for low level mixed waste, this equates to a disposal 
cost of approximately $112,500 per ton of UCO kernels produced. 
Changing the forming fluid to produce a non-hazardous waste product will make forming 
fluid purification easier and will significantly reduce mixed waste production during fuel 
fabrication; however, any new forming fluid must result in fuel kernels with characteristics equal 
to or better than those produced using the current process.  This paper identifies ten potential 
replacement forming fluids and presents the results of experimental testing to determine the 
Outer pyrolytic carbon layer (OPyC, 30-60 µm) 
!
SiC layer (30-50 µm) 
!
Inner pyrolytic carbon layer (IPyC, 30-60 µm) 
!
Graphite buffer layer (80-150 µm) 
!
Fuel kernel (300-800 µm diameter)  
UCO – UO2, UC, UC2 
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fluids’ density, viscosity, and surface tension at temperatures from 25 °C to 80 °C.  An 
evaluation of these properties, along with calculated settling velocities and heat transfer rates, 
narrows the alternatives to three fluids recommended for further testing as replacements for TCE. 
3.2.  TRISO Kernel Production 
Three different sol-gel techniques can produce spherical ceramics (Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979): water extraction gelation (developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory), 
external gelation (developed at Nucleare S.p.A. Milan (SNAM) Progetti in Italy), and internal 
gelation (developed at Keuring van Elektrotechnische Materialen te Arnhem (KEMA) in the 
Netherlands). 
The basics of each technique are similar in nature, with a broth containing the nuclear 
fuel (or a ceramic precursor for non-nuclear materials) hardened by gelation in a column, during 
which the precursor broth forms spheres by interfacial surface tension.  The major differences lie 
in the broth formation and gelation steps.  All three of the processes start with an acid deficient 
(usually nitrated) broth.  The acid deficiency keeps the broth close to the thermodynamic tipping 
point for the completion of gelation (Collins et al., 2004).  Neutralization of the broth during 
settling drives the falling broth from its temporary equilibrium to the final gelled state, and 
gelation occurs over seconds instead of the hours required when the broth naturally gels at the 
broth conditions.  The spheres are then washed, dried, calcined, and sintered.  Calcination 
temperature and time vary based on the constituents in the green spheres and the kernel’s desired 
crystalline structure and pore size.  
The internal gelation process produces kernels with aspect ratios as low as 1.01, compared 
with 1.05 for kernels produced by the external gelation process (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 




the internal gelation process does not involve the mass transfer of reactants, which means the 
gelation time is only a function of heat transfer rate.  With increasing kernel diameters, mass 
transfer within the kernel is more inhibiting than heat transfer from the formation fluid.  Thus, 
the internal gelation process is the only practical production method for larger sphere sizes (Haas 
et al., 1980).  
The internal sol-gel chemistry process, first developed in the Netherlands, uses a vibrating 
needle to drop a chilled precursor broth into a column containing a hot forming fluid (Kanij et 
al., 1973) (Figure 3.3).  The resulting temperature gradient drives the hardening of the precursor 










The current sol-gel production process (Figure 3.4) starts with a solution of uranyl 
nitrate, urea, hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA), carbon black, and Tamol™ at 0 °C (Barnes et 
al., 2008). The urea prevents premature gelation at lower temperatures, accelerates HMTA 
decomposition at elevated temperatures, and complexes with the uranium in solution (Collins et 
al., 2004).  The Tamol™ acts as a dispersant for the carbon black, which reacts with UO2 to form 
uranium carbide during a subsequent carbothermic reduction (Step 5, Figure 3.4) (Barnes et al., 
2008).  A vibrating needle delivers the chilled broth into a mixture of TCE and Span™ 80 (0.5 
g/l) at 60 °C (Step 1, Figure 3.4). The size of the needle orifice, broth flowrate, and vibration rate 
control the droplet size (Haas, 1992).  The HMTA serves as an ammonia donor for gelation, 
which increases the pH of the precursor solution, decomplexing the urea-uranium mixture and 
forming a uranium oxyhydroxide gel (Barnes et al., 2008, Collins et al., 2004) (Step 2, Figure 
3.4). The density of the broth is greater than that of the forming fluid (1.43 g/cm3 vs. 1.40 g/cm3, 
respectively), allowing the solution to drop naturally, forming spheres by the interfacial surface 
tension between the solution and the forming fluid (Figure 3.3).  Aging in warm ammonia 
hydroxide (Step 3, Figure 3.4) then allows for complete gelation of the hardened spheres (Barnes 
et al., 2008) and leaches nitrate salts from the gel. 
After removal of excess forming fluid and byproducts, the green spheres are dried in air, 
and calcined in hydrogen to remove the remaining volatiles from the kernel and to reduce the 
UO3 in the kernel to UO2 (Step 4, Figure 3.4) (Barnes et al., 2008). Further reduction (Step 5, 
Figure 3.4) takes place in a CO/Ar atmosphere at 1,680 °C, which causes the carbon black to 
react with the UO2 to produce UC, UC2, and CO (Barnes et al., 2008). A final sintering step at 





After sintering, the kernels are sieved to remove undersized and oversized particles.  An 
inclined table sorts the kernels that meet the specified diameters to remove non-spherical 
particles, followed by analysis to verify that the spherical kernels comply with the NGNP 
specifications (Step 7, Figure 3.4), (Barnes et al., 2008).  Kernels that meet the required 
specifications are sent to a particle coater where each isostructural layer is applied (Step 8, 
Figure 3.4). 
Previous internal sol-gel kernel production research efforts have investigated several 
forming fluids for zirconia and nuclear fuel spheres (summarized in Table 3.1).   Silicone oil is 
the most extensively researched forming fluid, based on its availability and benign nature;       
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Table 3.1. Previous internal sol-gel techniques
ZrO2 + inclusions UO2 UCO (U,Th)O2 (U,Pu)O2 (U,Pu)C
Silicone Oil
Idemitsu et al., 
2003a; Arima et al., 
2005b; Robisson et 
al. 2007b; Pathak, 
2008; Benay, 
Hubert, and Modolo, 
2008b; Hunt, 
Montgomery, and 
Collins, 2010; Hunt 
et al., 2010c
Collins et al., 2004; 
Ganguly and Basak, 
1991; Ganguly, 1993; 
Gunduz and Onal, 1991; 
Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Hunt and 
Collins, 2004; Hunt et al., 
2007; Kumar et al., 2006; 
Makarov, Semenov, and 




Haas et al., 1983 Collins, Lloyd, and 
Shell, 2005; 











Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979
Barnes et al., 
2008; Nagley et 
al., 2010, Ebner 
2004
Haas et al., 1983
2-ethyl-1-hexanol (2EH)
Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979




Haas et al., 1980; Haas et 
al., 1983
Haas et al., 1983
C2Cl4
Beatty, Norman, and 
Notz, 1979
Lahr, 1976
Paraffin Huschka et al., 1973 Huschka et al., 
1973
Paraffin-C2Cl4
Kanij et al., 1973; Beatty, 
Norman, and Notz, 1979
Louwrier and 
Schonherr, 1974




however, silicone oil demonstrates a tendency to stick to the kernel and washing typically 
requires carbon tetrachloride or TCE (Haas et al., 1983).  Washing with these compounds 
produces a mixed waste stream, but at a much smaller volume than that resulting from the 
forming fluid.  TCE is currently the forming fluid of choice for UCO kernels based on its ease of 
cleaning (Barnes et al., 2008). 
Early kernel production efforts avoided halogenated forming fluids to prevent possible 
halogen contamination in the kernel, but this concern has not been studied in depth (Haas, 
Clinton, and Kleinsteuber, 1966).  The current production method uses TCE as the forming fluid 
and results in little chlorine contamination in the produced fuel kernels (Barnes et al., 2008).  
Studies into the effects of changing the uranium broth molarity, the HMTA/uranium mole ratio, 
the urea/uranium mole ratio and, the gelation temperature have refined the sol-gel operating 
conditions (Haas et al., 1980, Vaidya et al., 1987).  Changing the forming fluid to a replacement 
that still provides the required chemical operating conditions without creating a mixed waste 
would reduce disposal costs and improve the economics of kernel production.  The following 
section describes the desired forming fluid properties, and identifies ten potential candidates to 
replace TCE. 
3.3.  Identification of Candidate Forming Fluids 
The identification of a replacement forming fluid considers the chemistry of the fluid, the 
fluid’s physical properties, and the fluid’s absence from several hazardous chemical lists.  An 
understanding of the interactions between the precursor solution and the forming fluid provides a 
set of preferred chemical properties for the forming fluid, which are detailed in Table 3.2. 
The current fluid selection criteria add to those from a previous study conducted at Oak 




those of TCE, while ensuring that a mixed waste stream will not be created by the disposal of the 
new forming fluid.  The current TCE-Span™ 80 solution is an almost ideal forming fluid, with a 
density close to that of the precursor solution, a high interfacial surface tension with the 
precursor solution, and a low viscosity (Haas, 1982).  An acceptable replacement forming fluid 
should not substantially change the existing production methods; likewise, the resulting kernels 
should still meet their design specifications, including aspect ratio, density, porosity, 
morphology, and contamination concentration.  Finally, disposal of the replacement forming 
fluid should not create a mixed waste stream.   
The melting and boiling point criteria (Table 3.2) ensure that the forming fluid will not 
change phase around the kernel forming temperature.  The forming fluid density must be lower 
than that of the precursor solution (1.43 g/cm3) to allow the droplets to fall naturally during 
formation. A lower viscosity will allow the droplets to enter the forming fluid without splattering 
at the surface and may facilitate cleaning after green kernel formation (Haas, 1982).  Limiting the 
 
Table 3.2. Primary selection criteria for an alternative forming fluid. 
Property Desired Criteria 
Melting point < 45 °C 
Boiling point >85 °C 
Density <1.43 g/cm3 
Viscosity Lower preferred 
Water solubility Insoluble and immiscible 
Flashpoint > 100 °C 
Autoignition Temperature > 200 °C 
Surface tension Comparable to TCE 
Compound type Not a ketone, aldehyde, or alcohol 
Chemical listing Not a Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP), Volatile Organic 
Compound (VOC), SARA Title III, or Resource 





forming fluid’s solubility in water should improve the surface quality of the kernels by preventing 
water extraction from the surface of the kernels (Has et al., 1980, Haas, 1982).  High flashpoint 
and autoignition temperatures (Table 3.2) provide a safety margin during operation.  Matching the 
surface tension of the potential forming fluid to that of TCE may keep the interfacial surface 
tension between the forming fluid and the precursor solution constant, retaining proper sphere 
formation.  Ketones, aldehydes, and alcohols (or any other highly polar compounds) may extract 
uranium from the sol-gel spheres and should be avoided (Navratil, 1986).  Finally, removing any 
chemical present on any of the restricted lists, particularly the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous chemical list given by 40CFR 260.30, and making sure the fluid 
does not meet any of the RCRA hazardous waste characteristics, ensure that a mixed hazardous 
waste stream is not created during kernel production. 
The expanded criteria in Table 3.2 narrowed the list of potential replacement forming 
fluids obtained from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Lide, 2010) from ~10,800 to 
63 chemicals.  A spreadsheet sorted a digital copy of the CRC Handbook data to eliminate 
chemicals with undesired properties.  The potential forming fluid list was further narrowed by 
selecting the ten most cost effective chemicals (see Table 3.3, including TCE as the benchmark 
forming fluid).   
Secondary criteria for the final selection included the fluid’s chemical purity, the fluid’s 
physical condition at 25 °C, possible contamination from stabilizers/free halide scavengers, and 
ease of fluid use in a laboratory environment (which include the solubility in acetone and 
ethanol).  Table 3.4 presents these secondary properties for the ten candidate fluids. The 
respective MSDS’s provided by Sigma Aldrich and Merck Chemicals provided the information 




tested in the lab while working with the fluids, and reflect the overall performance over the entire 
testing temperature range.  A “Good” chemical solubility reflects a high solubility and easy 
chemical cleaning, “Moderate” represents mild solubility and moderately difficult chemical 
cleaning, and “Poor” reflects little to no solubility and high resistance to chemical cleaning. 
 











Trichloroethylene -84.8 86.7 1.463 - 
1-Bromododecane -9.5 134 1.038 113 
1-Bromotetradecane 5.6 176 0.932 113 
1-Bromoundecane 9.0 137 1.054 113 
1-Chlorooctadecane 21.5 157 0.849 110 
1-Chlorotetradecane 4.9 140 0.859 109 
1-Iododecane -16.3 132 1.257 110 
1-Iodododecane 3.0 160 1.201 110 
1-Iodohexadecane 22.0 206 1.121 113 
1-Iodooctadecane 34.0 194 1.099 110 
Squalane -38.0 176 0.810 218 
a. Sigma Aldrich MSDS       b. Merck Chemicals MSDS 
 
Table 3.4. Secondary selection criteria of forming fluids and the TCE solution benchmark. 
!! !! Solubility 
Forming Fluid (purity) Condition at 25 °C Acetone Ethanol 
1-Bromododecane (97%) Clear liquid Good Poor 
1-Bromotetradecane (98%) Clear liquid Good Poor 
1-Bromoundecane (98%) Yellow liquid Good Moderate 
1-Chlorooctadecane (96%) Yellow waxy liquid Good Poor 
1-Chlorotetradecane (98%) Clear liquid Good Good 
1-Iododecane (98%) Clear liquid (Cu stabilized) Good Good 
1-Iodododecane (98%) Clear liquid (Cu stabilized) Good Good 
1-Iodohexadecane (98%) Yellow waxy liquid Good Poor 
1-Iodooctadecane (98%) White waxy solid Good  Poor 
Squalane (99%) Clear liquid Moderate Poor 






For accurate settling velocity and heat transfer times, the density and viscosity of each 
candidate forming fluid at the forming temperature need to be known.  The surface tension of 
each fluid, benchmarked against the TCE-Span™ 80 solution, will also provide another criterion 
to further narrow candidate the forming fluid list.  
3.4.  Property Testing 
Proper kernel shape formation occurs when the settling velocity is small enough to allow 
the interfacial surface tension to create spheres prior to kernel hardening, while providing 
sufficient fluid flow around the kernel to provide appropriate heat transfer.  The physical 
properties of the fluid are therefore important in determining a fuel kernel’s settling velocity, 
heat transfer rate, and shape formation. 
Density, viscosity, and surface tension data for the potential forming fluids at elevated 
temperatures (between 25 °C and 80 °C) are needed for accurate settling velocity, heat transfer, 
and sphere formation calculations.  These property values are not available in open literature, 
requiring their measurement for the ten selected candidates’ properties as a function of 
temperature between 25 °C and 80 °C.  The next subsections describe these measurements, 
followed by an analysis of the expected settling and heat transfer behaviors of each of the ten 
candidates in Section 3.5.2. 
3.4.1.  Density Measurement 
A specific gravity cup (Gardco-mini) provided density estimates for each of the potential 
fluids.  A constant temperature bath pumped heated fluid through a jacketed beaker to raise the 
testing fluid to the specified temperature, monitored by an Oakton temperature probe (Acorn 




quickly transferred to the specific gravity cup and weighed on a Cole-Parmer analytical balance 
(Symmetry PA-220) with a repeatability of 0.1 mg. Three measurements at each temperature 
were conducted. The net weight was divided by the sample size, which has a 1.2% volumetric 
tolerance.  This results in a maximum density measurement uncertainty of 7.4%.  Figure 3.5 
presents the measured temperature-dependent densities of the ten candidate fluids and the TCE 
solution benchmark. 
As expected, all of the fluid densities decrease with increasing temperature.  
Measurements for 1-chlorooctadecane and 1-iodooctadecane began at 30 °C and 40 °C, 
 
Figure 3.5. Measured fluid densities as a function of temperature for the candidate forming 




respectively, owing to their higher melting points.  Noticeably greater drops in density occur for 
1-bromododecane between 60 °C and 65 °C, and for 1-chlorotetradecane between 75 °C and 80 
°C.  The reason for these drops is unknown.  The volatility and evaporation rate of TCE made it 
increasingly difficult to measure at elevated temperatures.  On average, the iodo compounds 
have the highest densities, followed by the bromo compounds, and then by the chloro 
compounds and squalane.  The density of all of the forming fluid are less than that of TCE. 
3.4.2.  Viscosity Measurement 
A rotational viscometer (Brookfield DV-E) measured viscosity with an accuracy of ±1%. 
An ultra-low viscosity adapter with an insulating heating jacket (Brookfield ULA-Y), connected 
to constant temperature bath (Fisher Scientific Isotemp 6200 R28), kept the candidate fluids at 
the selected temperatures.  The viscometer reports an average viscosity measurement based on 
optical measurements taken four times per revolution of the selected spindle (Brookfield, 2010).  
Figure 3.6 displays the stabilized results of the viscosity testing for the ten candidate fluids, and 
the TCE solution benchmark. 
All of the fluid viscosities decrease with increasing temperature.  Squalane has the 
highest viscosity at any temperature (the low temperature measurements for squalane are 
neglected in Figure 3.6), and TCE has the lowest viscosity over the entire temperature range.  
The iodo compounds have two very viscous fluids (1-iodooctadecane and 1-iodohexadecane), 
which are also the two highest chain length iodo compounds (Figure 3.6).  The same trend 
(longer chain length corresponding to high viscosity) holds for the remainder of the fluids, 
with 1-chlorooctadecane and 1-bromotetradecane as the next two most viscous fluids.  The 
viscosities of the remaining fluids fall within a common range of 1.3-4.2 cP over the 




3.4.3.  Surface Tension Measurements 
The surface tensions of the selected fluids aid in determining which fluids will most 
closely match the TCE-Span™ 80 solution when used for kernel production.  A DuNouy ring 
tensiometer (Fisher Scientific Model 21) measured fluid surface tensions with an accuracy of 
±0.25 dyne/cm.  A jacketed Petri dish connected to a constant temperature bath (Fisher Scientific 
Istotemp 6200 R28) kept the fluid at the testing temperature, and fluid temperatures were 
monitored by an Oakton probe (Acorn model pH 5/6).  Figure 3.7 presents the average of three 
 
Figure 3.6. Measured fluid viscosities as a function of temperature for the candidate forming 




surface tension measurements for each of the candidate forming fluids and the TCE solution 
benchmark. 
Surface tensions for each fluid decrease with increasing temperature, but there are no 
concrete relationships between compound groups (iodo, bromo, and chloro).  Squalane has the 
highest surface tension over the majority of the temperature range, and TCE’s surface tension at 
the forming temperature is higher than only two fluids: 1-bromoundecane and 1-iodohexadecane.  
An equal or slightly higher forming fluid surface tension compared to TCE should allow for 
proper sphere formation. 
 
Figure 3.7. Measured surface tensions as a function of temperature for the candidate forming 




The measured density, viscosity, and surface tension values for the candidate forming 
fluids allow for the calculation of more accurate settling velocities, heat transfer times, and 
formation shape matching relative to TCE.  The next section investigates the use of these 
measured properties in order to provide a better basis for forming fluid selection.  
3.5.  Settling Velocity, Heat Transfer, and Shape Formation Analysis 
The settling velocities and heat transfer times for each fluid, calculated based on the 
measured temperature dependent densities and viscosities, yield a required column height.  The 
column height is an important factor for bench scale production in a limited-height, inert-
atmosphere glovebox located at the Colorado School of Mines’ Nuclear Fuel Development Lab.  
Additionally, a shorter column will require less forming fluid, improving process economics and 
reducing waste production. 
3.5.1.  Settling Velocity  
An iterative approach using two separate methods resulted in an accurate settling velocity 
prediction.  The drag coefficient (CD) of a sphere in a viscous-Newtonian fluid is dependent on 
the sphere’s velocity (Equation 3.1).  Multiplying the drag coefficient by the square of the 
Reynolds number at the sphere’s settling velocity (Ret, Equation 3.2) eliminates the settling 
velocity from this dependence (see Equation 3.3) (Walsh and Rao, 1988).  This yields the fluid 

















A correlation for the drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number (Equation 3.4) 
(Haider and Levenspiel, 1989) can also be used to predict CDRe2 when multiplied by the square of 
the Reynolds number (Equation 3.2). 
 
!! = !"!"! 1+ 0.186!"!
!.!"#$ + 1+ !.!"#$
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                             (3.4) 
 
Iterating the settling velocity until the values predicted by both equations are equal allows 
an estimation of the expected settling velocity.  Figure 3.8 shows predicted settling velocities as a 
function of temperature for the candidate forming fluids and the TCE solution benchmark. 
A lower settling velocity is desirable for proper sphere production and minimizes column 
height.  TCE has the lowest predicted settling velocity as a result of the small density difference 
between it and the precursor solution.  The iodo compounds have the next lowest settling 
velocities, owing to their high densities and moderately higher viscosities. They are followed by 
the bromo compounds, and then by the chloro compounds.  Squalane has a fairly moderate 
settling velocity, resulting from its very high viscosity and low density. The difficulty in 
measuring TCE’s density at elevated temperatures likely biases the TCE settling velocity values 
downward.  The post-formation cleaning procedure will likely drive a preference for a low 
viscosity-high density fluid versus a high viscosity-low density fluid, given comparable settling 
velocities.  
The settling velocity allows further investigation into the heat transfer rates between the 
forming fluid and the sol-gel kernel, which are dependent on the fluid flow rate around the 
forming kernels.  Slower settling velocities will allow for better sphere formation, but faster rates 




velocity and the heat transfer rate, and is investigated further in the following section. 
3.5.2.  Heat Transfer 
Dimensionless heat transfer numbers predict the forming kernel’s core temperature in 
relation to the forming fluid temperature.  The Prandtl (Pr, Equation 3.5), Nusselt (Nu, Equation 
3.6), Biot (Bi, Equation 3.7 for a sphere), and Fourier (Fo, Equation 3.8) numbers are dependent 
only on kernel seize and fluid properties of the forming fluid and precursor solution (Geankoplis, 
1993).   
 
 
Figure 3.8. Predicted settling velocities as a function of temperature for the candidate forming 
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The Nusselt number (Nu) predicts the overall heat transfer coefficient (h) for heat transfer 
into the kernel.  This in turn allows the calculation of the Biot number (Bi), which gives an index 
of heat transfer resistance inside and at the surface of the kernel (Geankoplis, 1993).  The heat 
transfer time arises from the Fourier number (Fo), which gives the ratio of heat conduction rate 
and heat storage within the kernel. 
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 provide an estimate of the time needed for the kernel’s core 
temperature to reach 5/6ths of the temperature of the forming fluid (Geankoplis, 1993), 
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The specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of each potential forming fluid are 
required in order to calculate the heat distribution in the microsphere during gelation using the 
method described above.  The Joback Method predicts the critical properties for each fluid using 
boiling point information obtained from the MSDS sheets for each of the candidate forming 




Sastri Method estimate the specific heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of each of the 
candidate forming fluids, respectively, based on their critical properties (Poling, Prausnitz, and 
O’Connell, 2007). Table 3.5 presents the predicted critical temperatures, and Figures 3.9 and 3.10 
display the estimated temperature dependent specific heat capacity, and thermal conductivity 
(respectively) of each of the ten candidate forming fluids, including pure TCE as a benchmark 
comparison. 
Assuming that the calculated heat transfer time corresponds to the required time for a 
sufficient exterior shell to form, the product of the heat transfer time and the settling velocity for 
each forming fluid predicts the required minimum height of the forming column in each case.  An 
upward velocity in the forming fluid can also reduce column height, but will need to be small 
enough to not disturb the forming process.  Table 3.6 shows the predicted settling velocities, 
predicted gelation times, and calculated minimum column heights at 60 °C 
 
Table 3.5. Predicted critical properties of the potential forming fluids and TCE. 
Forming Fluid Tc (K) Vc (cm3/mol) Pc (bar) Zc ω 
1-Bromododecane 539.4 769.5 18.9 0.235 0.7019 
1-Bromotetradecane 581.7 881.5 16.1 0.229 0.7780 
1-Bromoundecane 550.5 713.5 20.6 0.238 0.6593 
1-Chlorooctadecane 539.6 1092.5 11.2 0.227 0.8039 
1-Chlorotetradecane 536.0 868.5 14.8 0.234 0.7101 
1-Iododecane 553.6 683.5 20.7 0.248 0.5382 
1-Iodododecane 575.0 795.5 17.5 0.241 0.6253 
1-Iodohexadecane 611.0 1019.5 12.4 0.233 0.7292 
1-Iodooctadecane 587.9 1131.5 11.4 0.227 0.7998 
Squalane 550.5 1679.5 6.1 0.251 0.4944 












Figure 3.9. Estimated specific heat capacities as a function of temperature for the candidate 





Figure 3.10. Estimated thermal conductivities as a function of temperature for candidate forming 
fluids and the TCE benchmark  
 
Table 3.6. Settling velocities (vt), heat transfer times (th), and 
minimum column heights (Hmin) predictions at 60 °C for the 
potential forming fluids and the TCE solution benchmark. 
Forming Fluid vt (cm/s) th (s) Hmin (cm) 
1-Bromododecane 6.5 5.7 37 
1-Bromotetradecane 6.1 5.8 35 
1-Bromoundecane 6.6 5.5 36 
1-Chlorooctadecane 7.5 5.2 39 
1-Chlorotetradecane 8.4 4.8 40 
1-Iododecane 3.6 8.3 30 
1-Iodododecane 4.6 7.1 33 
1-Iodohexadecane 4.0 8.3 33 
1-Iodooctadecane 3.7 9.0 33 
Squalane 5.0 9.0 45 





The calculated gelation times for the TCE solution match well with the results from 
previous studies (4.7 seconds in the current study versus 3.1 seconds (Collins, et al., 2007), and 
3-4 seconds Haas et al., 1980)).  The shortest heat transfer times for the candidate fluids are 
found in the chloro compounds, followed by the bromo compounds, and lastly the iodo 
compounds.  The TCE  solution  has  the overall  fastest heat transfer time, and squalane is about 
equal to that of the iodo compounds.  These calculations assume a spherical geometry for settling 
velocity and heat transfer calculations.   
The next subsection considers the relative magnitudes of the surface tension force and the 
inertial force exerted on the falling broth, and their relation to sphere formation. 
3.5.3.  Sphere Formation 
The Weber number (We, Equation 3.11) provides a ratio of the surface tension force to 
the inertial force (Lide, 2010).  Minimizing the Weber number ensures proper sphere formation, 
and gives an index of the conditions experienced during settling.  Figure 3.11 presents the 
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The TCE solution has the lowest Weber number at formation temperature (0.0128), 
followed by the iodo compounds (0.081-0.156), and finally the chloro and bromo compounds 
(0.205-0.355). All of the calculated Weber numbers are less than one, signifying that the surface 
tension force is larger than the inertial force.  This indicates that, for each potential forming fluid, 




the precursor solution and the forming fluid to form spheres.  
Since the column heights are all relatively the same and all of the potential forming fluids 
are capable of sphere formation, the secondary selection criteria and surface tension data will 
determine the three candidate forming fluids selected for further study. 
3.5.4.  Recommendations 
Studies into the effects of changing gelation temperature, uranium broth molarity, 
HMTA/uranium mole ratio, and urea/uranium mole ratio have shown that the ideal sol-gel 
Figure 3.11. Calculated Weber numbers as a function of temperature for candidate forming fluids 




operating conditions for gelation occur around 60 °C (Haas et al., 1980, Vaidya et al., 1987).  
Based on Table 3.6, the column heights for each of the candidate forming fluids are relatively 
similar (40 cm or less).  The measured surface tension data shows that two forming fluids have 
smaller values than TCE: 1-bromoundecane and 1-iodohexadecane, which are not considered 
further.  Squalane’s relatively high viscosity may present significant challenges to production, 
and squalane is eliminated from further study.  The remaining fluids meet the secondary criteria 
for ease of laboratory use with acetone and/or ethanol, and are at least 96% pure.  Three forming 
fluids have surface tensions comparable to TCE at the expected forming temperature, and are 
recommended for further study; 1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-iodododecane.  
1-iodododecane is copper stabilized, but shows promise for further study if the contamination 
concern can be addressed. 
3.6.  Summary and Conclusions 
The current VHTR design incorporates TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel, which 
consists of a spherical fissile fuel kernel surrounded by layers of graphite and silicon carbide.  
The current TRISO fuel kernel production process uses trichloroethylene (TCE) as a forming 
fluid in a sol-gel production column.  Regardless of the forming fluid composition, gelation 
byproducts will eventually inhibit complete gelation.  Changing the TRISO forming fluid from 
TCE to a non-hazardous alternative may save ~$112,500 per ton of produced UCO particles by 
eliminating mixed waste disposal costs.   
Forming fluid selection criteria ensure that the replacement forming fluid will produce 
satisfactory fuel kernels and not result in the creation of a mixed waste.  Melting point and boiling 
point criteria ensure that the forming fluid remains a liquid at formation temperatures.  Density and 




process.  A surface tension similar to TCE permits similar sphere formation.  Autoignition and 
flashpoint criteria provide a safety margin during operation.  Limiting the polarity of the forming 
fluid reduces the potential for uranium leaching during formation.  Constraining the final selection 
to chemicals not on restricted lists, particularly the RCRA listed hazardous waste list, and 
considering the RCRA hazardous criteria, ensures a mixed waste stream will not be created by the 
new forming fluid.  The forming fluid selection criteria narrow a list of ~10,800 obtained from the 
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics to ten candidate replacement forming fluids: 1-
bromododecane, 1-bromotetradecane, 1-bromoundecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, 1-
chlorotetradecane, 1-iododecane, 1-iodododecane, 1-iodohexadecane, 1-iodooctadecane, and 
squalane. 
Further discrimination requires the experimental measurement of the candidates’ density, 
viscosity, and surface tension as a function of temperature between 25 °C and 80 °C.  The iodo 
compounds have the highest densities, followed by the bromo compounds, and then the chloro 
compounds.  TCE has the highest density over the entire temperature range and squalane has the 
lowest.  The iodo compounds also include the two most viscous fluids: 1-iodooctadecane and 1-
iodohexadecane.  The viscosity of the remaining candidate fluids fall within a common range of 
1.3-4.2 cP, with TCE having the lowest viscosity and squalane having the highest viscosity over 
the measured temperature range.  Two candidate fluids have lower surface tensions than TCE: 1-
bromoundecane and 1-iodohexadecane.  The surface tension of remaining forming fluids are all 
higher than TCE over the tested temperature range.  Squalane has the highest surface tension of the 
candidate forming fluids.   
The measured data, along with estimated thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity 




height for each of the candidate forming fluids.  The higher measured densities and viscosities for 
the iodo compounds result in the slowest settling velocities, followed by the bromo compounds, 
and then the chloro compounds.  Squalane is very viscous and has a settling velocity comparable to 
the iodo compounds.  The slower settling velocities result in slower heat transfer rates, with the 
fastest rates exhibited by the chloro compounds, followed by the bromo compounds, and then by 
the iodo compounds and squalane.  TCE has a very slow settling velocity owing to the small 
density difference compared to the precursor solution; however, its volatility and evaporation rate 
make density and viscosity testing difficult, and result in a calculated settling velocity that is 
probably less accurate than that calculated for the replacement candidates.  
All of the candidate forming fluids have relatively similar calculated column heights; 
therefore, the surface tension data combined with secondary selection criteria determine the three 
forming fluids recommended for further testing: 1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-
iodododecane.  Kernel production at the Colorado School of Mines’ Nuclear Fuel Development 
Lab will test the ability of the new fluids to produce kernels that meet the Next Generation 
Nuclear Plant (NGNP) TRISO fuel specifications, based on final kernel density, aspect ratio, and 
contaminant levels. 
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TESTING OF STRAIGHT-CHAIN HALOCARBON FORMING FLUIDS FOR TRISO FUEL 
KERNEL PRODUCTION 
Adapted from a paper submitted to the 
Journal of Nuclear Materials 
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Current methods of TRISO fuel kernel production in the United States use a sol-gel 
process with trichloroethylene (TCE) as the forming fluid.  After contact with radioactive 
materials, the spent TCE becomes a mixed hazardous waste, and high costs as associated with its 
recycling or disposal.  Reducing or eliminating this mixed waste stream would not only benefit 
the environment, but would also enhance the economics of kernel production.  Previous research 
yielded three candidates for testing as alternatives to TCE: 1-bromotetradecane, 1-
chlorooctadecane, and 1-iodododecane.  This study considers the production of yttria stabilized 
zirconia (YSZ) kernels in silicone oil and the three chosen alternative formation fluids, with 
subsequent characterization of the produced kernels and used forming fluid.  Kernels formed in 
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silicone oil and bromotetradecane were comparable to those produced by previous kernel 
production efforts, while those produced in chlorooctadecane and iodododecane experienced 
gelation issues leading to poor kernel formation and geometry. 
Nomenclature 
Latin Symbols 
Ap projected surface area calculated by ImageJ  
dmax maximum kernel diameter measured by ImageJ 
dmin minimum kernel diameter measured by ImageJ 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
A Tri-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) particle consists of a 200-500 µm diameter sphere of 
uranium oxide (UO2), uranium carbide (UC), or uranium oxycarbide (UCO), coated with carbon 
and silicon carbide (SiC) layers applied via chemical vapor deposition in a fluidized bed.  The 
carbon buffer layer absorbs the kinetic energy of ballistic fission fragments, provides void 
volume for gaseous fission products, and accommodates kernel swelling.  The silicon carbide 
layer acts as a pressure and diffusion barrier of fission products, and the two pyrolytic graphite 
layers protect the silicon carbide layer during production and aid in rigidity.  Although layer 
thicknesses vary between manufacturers, the buffer layer is around 100 µm, the silicon carbide 
layer around 35 µm, and the pyrolytic carbon layers around 40 µm, for fuels developed and being 
qualified in the United States (Petti et al., 2002). 
In the United States, TRISO fuel fabrication usually takes place by internal gelation with 
trichloroethylene (TCE) as the forming fluid (Barnes et al., 2008).  As a chilled uranium-based 
precursor solution falls through the hot trichloroethylene, the internal temperature of the 




formaldehyde.  This change increases the kernel’s pH, which drives metal decomplexation to 
form a solid sphere during free-fall at terminal velocity (Barnes et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2004).  
The used formation fluid eventually needs replacing and the disposal of this mixed hazardous 
waste is a costly environmental concern.  Replacing the TCE with a non-hazardous alternative 
may save an estimated $112,500 per ton of TRISO fuel kernels (Niedzialek, 2010; Baker et al., 
2013).   
Previous evaluation and testing of alternative forming fluids identified three fluids as 
potential replacements for TCE in TRISO kernel production: 1-iodododecane, 1-
bromotetradecane, and 1-chlorooctadecane (Baker et al., 2013).  In the previous study, fluid 
selection was based on the forming fluids’ physical properties and assuring the new fluid does 
not appear on a hazardous chemical listing. Densities, viscosities, and surface tensions values at 
elevated temperatures were used to estimate the settling velocities of forming UCO kernels and 
the time required to bring the center of the kernel to 5/6th of the forming fluid temperature.  
Using the estimated values also provided a minimum column height.  This paper presents the 
results of production and characterization of surrogate zirconia kernels in silicone oil and the 
three potential alternative fluids.  
This study uses yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) as a surrogate material to avoid 
radioactive materials handling.  The YSZ precursor solution is less dense than TCE, which 
prevents TCE from acting as a forming fluid for zirconia formation.  Silicone oil is the most 
commonly used forming fluid for YSZ microspheres (Idemitsu et al., 2003; Arima et al., 2005; 
Robisson et al., 2007; Pathak, Pius, and Bhanushali, 2008; Hunt et al., 2010), and was also one 
of the first formation fluids used in the production of TRISO fuels (Makarov, Semonov, and 




The overall goal of this study is to eliminate the mixed hazardous waste resulting from 
kernel fabrication with TCE.  The previous study identified three potential non-hazardous 
alternative fluids based on fluid physical properties (Baker et al., 2013).  This study aims to use 
the proposed fluid in lab-scale kernel production to determine their usefulness as forming fluids.  
Successful kernel production will replicate the microstructure, geometry, composition, and 
density of the kernels produced in silicone oil. 
4.2.  Experimental Setup 
A properly sized formation column with temperature control and a pump capable of 
delivering a precise amount of fluid to a well controlled vibrating orifice are required to achieve 
a narrow kernel size distribution.  Previous calculations provided sizing information for the 
equipment in this study (Baker et al., 2013) and the operational set points selected for zirconia 
surrogate production are presented in this section. 
The formation fluid within the column should be kept at a constant temperature to allow 
each kernel to gel at the same rate.  Formation columns may be constructed of any material 
capable of keeping the formation fluid at the desired temperature without introducing adverse 
chemical reactions.  The ability to watch the forming particles and monitor their settling velocity 
is desirable, which leads to a preference for high temperature plastic or glass columns.  High 
temperature plastics may result in unknown chemical reactions with the alternative forming 
fluids, while glass columns are inert to many chemicals and are more transparent, allowing easy 
viewing or kernel formation.  Figure 4.1 presents the top and bottom of the custom-built glass 
column created for this research  built by Allen Scientific Glass.  The column is approximately 




calculated for UCO production (Baker et al., 2013), and is near the maximum height available 
given the glass blower’s ability with the given geometry.   
The jacketed glass column is equipped with a 1 inch upper opening, a heating fluid 
inlet/outlet, a formation fluid return spout, a 100 ml removable collection flask, a 6 mm 
stopcock, and a 1 mm measuring stencil (see Figure 4.1).  Digital video recording of the kernel 
formation and the movement of the gelling spheres in reference to the stencil allows for accurate 
 
a) Top of formation column             b) Bottom of formation column       . 
Figure 4.1. Custom-made, 45 cm tall, glass jacketed formation column equipped with a 100 ml 




terminal velocity measurement.  The heating jacket allows a constant temperature-recirculating 
bath to keep the formation fluid at the specified operating conditions while monitoring the 
temperature via a remote thermocouple probe.  The forming fluid return spout allows excess 
fluid displaced by the kernels to be collected.   
To aid the natural laminar flow breakup of the precursor solution needed for the 
production of consistently sized kernels, the precursor broth needs to be delivered continuously 
at a specified flowrate to a precise orifice diameter in conjunction with a vibration mechanism 
(Figure 4.2, Haas, 1992).  A Cole Parmer screw-driven pump with an attached 50 ml syringe 
 




allows for precise flow control though 1/16” (1.59 mm) inner diameter Viton® tubing.  The 
production facility includes blunt-ended electropolished hypodermic needles and 1/16” (1.59 
mm) needle-tubing coupling units from Cadence Scientific.  An electrodynamic shaker 
(LW132.151-7) connected to a servo controller (SC-121), and power amplification unit (PA-151) 
purchased from Labworks Inc. provides the necessary frequency for kernel diameter control.  
The vibration controlling unit is capable of 1-10,000 Hz operation with 1/2” (12.7 mm) of travel, 
and a needle holding attachment allows for varying needle angles and distance from the vibration 
source.  The equipment allows the formation of almost any size kernel if the proper orifice size is 
used in conjunction with the appropriate frequency. The vibration unit operates on a sine-wave 
from the amplifier, and the natural breakup frequency needs to be halved to accommodate the 
change in direction if the needle is directly attached to the unit. 
For a 425 µm diameter kernel (the same size as the NGNP’s AGR-2 fuel (Barnes et al., 
2008)), the required drop diameter for zirconia is 1,700 µm, assuming a droplet-to-sintered 
kernel shrinkage factor of ~4 (Hunt, Collins, and Montgomery, 2010).  This diameter is close to 
the volume of 1,380 µm provided by Idaho National Laboratory (INL) as the drop size for the 
initial investigations into UCO production, which has a smaller shrinkage factor of 3.145 
(Collins et al, 2004).  For the specified size kernel, the drop diameter is ~2.2 times larger than the 
orifice (Haas, 1992); thus, a 773 µm diameter needle is needed to produce a 425 µm sintered 
YSZ kernel.  The ideal linear velocity for unaided natural droplet formation is interpolated from 
an Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) study (Haas, 1992).  Table 4.1 presents the 
flowrates, vibration frequency, drop diameter, and expected sintered diameters established for 




To reduce impact issues at the broth-forming fluid interface, broth droplets of the 
proposed size emerge from the orifice at a 30-45° angle from the vertical about 2 cm from the 
surface of the forming fluid (Figure 4.1; Haas, 1992).  The angle avoids a perpendicular 
introduction of the broth to the organic medium, which could split the precursor solution into 
multiple droplets and reduce the size uniformity of the forming kernels.  This arrangement is also 
useful in reducing the chances for kernel accumulation on the surface and the entrapment of the 
formation fluid inside the kernel (Haas, 1992).   
The operational parameters and production apparatus built for this study are capable of 
producing a multitude of kernel sizes.  Past kernel production schemes informed the operational 
setpoints to ensure proper sphere formation.  Broth formulation was also derived from previous 
production efforts, and is detailed in the following section. 
4.3.  Experimental 
Creation of the metal precursor solution, the hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA)-urea 
solution, and the precursor solution mixture are presented in the following subsection, followed 
by the subsequent kernel productions runs. 
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4.3.1.  Solution Preparation 
Several solutions are required for the production of YSZ kernels.  These solutions are 
detailed in the following subsections. 
4.3.1.1. Metal Precursor Solution 
A metal precursor solution of zirconium (IV) oxynitrate hydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) 
and yttrium metal was prepared by dissolving zirconium oxynitrate powder in high purity 
deionized (DI) water, and yttrium metal powder (Sigma Aldrich, ~40 mesh, 99.9%) in 
concentrated (15.8 M) nitric acid, before combining the two metal solutions together.  A 1 ml 
sample of this metal solution was diluted to 1 L in deionized water and analyzed by inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS).  The final metal solution concentrations were 
93.27 ppm and 18.2 ppm of zirconium and yttrium, respectively.  This equates to a 0.1633 
yttrium/zirconium molar ratio.  This is within the desired initial yttrium concentration range for 
stabilization, and avoids the monoclinic to tetragonal transition volume expansion, which would 
result in increased surface cracking (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  The undiluted 
metal molarities were 1.02 M zirconium and 0.205 M yttrium, similar to ORNL’s molarities 
(1.063 M and 0.093 M zirconium and yttrium, respectively; Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 
2010).  The higher yttrium content in the present study is within the specified chemistry 
parameters for YSZ production.  A specific gravity cup (Gardco Mini) measured the final 
solution density as 1.281 g/ml at room temperature. 
4.3.1.2. Hexamethylenetetramine-urea Solution  
Based on previous research, a 3.2 M HMTA – 3.2 M urea solution is optimal for internal 




19.2181 g urea (MW = 60.06 g/mol) were added to a 100 ml volumetric flask and topped with DI 
water, creating an equimolar solution of HMTA-urea (HU). 
4.3.1.3. Precursor Solution Mixture Creation 
Following previous research conducted by ORNL, the metal solution is combined in an 
approximately 3/1.3 volumetric mixture ratio with the HU solution (Hunt, Montgomery, and 
Collins, 2010).  For a small batch, 6 ml of the metal solution was added to a chilled beaker and 
brought to <5 °C before the addition of 2.6 ml of the HU solution.  ORNL adds 5-6 drops of 
concentrated (15.8 M) nitric acid to the mixture to allow a longer shelf life.  Given the short 
duration between the precursor broth leaving the chilled beaker and in-column kernel gelation in 
the present study, this additional acid was not needed as gelation did not occur in either the 
needle nor the syringe pump.  The density of the mixed precursor solution at 0 °C was 1.14 g/ml, 
measured with the specific gravity cup, much lower than the 1.43 g/ml expected for UCO 
kernels.  This difference, coupled with the larger zirconium drop diameter, resulted in 
significantly different settling velocities for the zirconium kernels when compared to uranium 
kernel production.   
Initial precursor fluid temperatures in literature were 0-5 °C for broth stability (Collins, 
2005; Haas et al., 1983; Pathak et al., 2008). In this study, batch gelation loading at 5 °C did not 
result in gelation within the production apparatus, and allowed for quicker gelation in the 
alternative forming fluids.  To test precursor gelation, a chilled solution was continuously 
monitored with a pH probe (Ag/AgCl) while utilizing a magnetic stir plate for mixing.  Two 
drops of malacite green, which transitions from yellow to green at around pH 1.8, were added for 
a visual indication of pH change (Lide, 2010).  Figure 4.3 includes a qualitative representation of 




Montgomery, and Collins, 2010).  A 0.5 M ammonium hydroxide solution was slowly added to 
the yellow precursor mixture from a burette to visually identify when gelation began (marked 
with a square on Figure 4.3).  Gelation was completed when the stir bar could no longer rotate 
(marked with a triangle on Figure 4.3).  The initial pH was very close to the literature value 0.81 
(Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010), and, as expected, gelation began to occur just above the 
initial solution pH (1.4).  Titration continued until mixing was inhibited by the increasing 
viscosity at a pH of 5.63.  A slow color change was observed during initial titration, but a solid 
green color became evident above a pH of ~1.  
 
Figure 4.3. Precursor solution titration curve showing initial gelation (square), complete gelation 




4.3.2.  Kernel Production 
Kernel production in silicone oil verified proper gelation techniques, broth formulation, 
and operational conditions, followed by production in the alternative formation fluids.  The 
production of kernels in each fluid is presented in the following subsections. 
4.3.2.1. Kernel Production in Silicone Oil 
During initial runs with the 0.773 mm orifice needle, the kernels formed a gelled mass at 
the bottom of the column.  The kernels formed properly during free-fall, but, additional precursor 
solution that did not form into kernels agglomerated with the forming kernels at the bottom of 
the column.  The tubing and loading mechanism allowed air to be trapped inside the syringe after 
the precursor solution was loaded, and was responsible for a large amount of solution being 
forced into the column via air bubbles.  This large amount of precursor solution quickly fell to 
the bottom of the column without gelling.  The formed kernels subsequently became engulfed by 
the additional solution, which then gelled as a mass at the bottom of the column.  Forcing the air 
from the syringe before placing the needle in the vibration holder, as well as loading and 
unloading the precursor solution with different tubing to avoid unwanted air in the syringe and 
tubing overcame this problem.  Although the 0.773 mm orifice needle did not produce well-
formed kernels after air removal, production runs continued with the 0.610 mm orifice needle, 
resulting in properly gelled kernels. 
Initial production runs attempted to utilize the stopcock and attached round-bottom flask; 
however, the volume of forming kernels far exceeded the maximum allowable flowrate through 
the 6 mm stopcock orifice.  Therefore, kernels were kept in the bottom of the column after 




pouring the formation column into a large beaker.  Filtration through a nylon mesh separated the 
kernels from the formation fluid.  The formation fluid was then returned to its storage container.   
Following ORNL’s cleaning method, the kernels were first washed in TCE to remove the 
excess formation fluid.  During the washing, kernels were kept in the nylon mesh for easy 
handling and separation from the wash fluids.  Three to four washes were necessary to 
completely remove the forming fluid, which could be visually observed on the surface of the 
TCE wash fluid. Complete formation fluid removal resulted in kernels that did not stick to one 
another as a result of the formation fluid’s cohesive force, and the clean kernels could be poured 
directly into the subsequent ammonium hydroxide wash solution.  Silicone oil proved to be the 
most difficult formation fluid to remove from the kernel surfaces in this study.  This difficulty in 
cleaning was the driving force for the selection of TCE as the forming fluid for UCO kernel 
production (Haas et al., 1983). 
Several washes with 0.5 M ammonium hydroxide were needed to completely remove the 
excess TCE.  The first wash should have completed the yttrium gelation but this was not evident 
by visual inspection.  Spent ammonium hydroxide wash conductivities were monitored with an 
Oakton Ecotestr EC conductivity meter until the conductivity of the spent wash fluid matched 
that of fresh 0.5 M ammonium hydroxide solution.  Typically, each wash took 10-15 minutes, 
and each batch used four or five washing steps with ammonium hydroxide before proceeding to 
washing with deionized water.  The conductivity of the water washes were also monitored until 
the conductivity returned to that of pure water.  Three or four consecutive washes with deionized 
water removed the excess ammonium hydroxide before proceeding to pressure washing. 
After the deionized water wash, the kernels were loaded into a polytetrafluoroethylene 




withstands high temperatures and pressures while remaining relatively rigid and chemical inert.  
The container was filled approximately 70% full with deionized water, the threads were wrapped 
with PTFE tape, and the container’s cap was fitted just past hand tight.  The container was placed 
in a glass beaker in a drying oven at 150 °C for three hours.  Past kernel production efforts 
followed this method, but raised the oven temperature to 200 °C (Hunt, Montgomery, and 
Collins, 2010).  At this temperature in the present production effort, far too much water 
evaporated, and the kernels partially calcined in the PTFE container.  A three hour, 150 °C 
pressure wash resulted in clean kernels, without excessive water loss.  The water removed from 
the container after the pressure wash had a definite “fish” smell, much like HMTA.  After three 
hours, the container was removed from the oven and allowed to cool to room temperature before 
opening to avoid flash steam production from a sudden decrease in vessel pressure. 
After removal of the kernels from the PTFE container, 1-methoxy-2-propanol was used 
to remove any HMTA and urea that may have remained after pressure washing.  Alternating 
deionized water and the 1-methoxy-2-propanal washes completed the kernel cleaning procedure.  
The kernels were placed in a petri dish and allowed to dry naturally over night, and were then 
dried for an additional 24 hours in an oven at 70 °C before calcination.   
Air dried kernels were transparent if properly formed, or opaque if cracked (see Figure 
4.4a).  Visual inspection estimated that approximately 10% of the properly formed kernels 
cracked during air drying.  Broken sphere material was removed and sintered separately for 
further analysis.  Oven drying yielded a 36% loss in kernel weight, and the kernels’ diameters 
shrunk by approximately 50%.   
In previous production efforts using silicone oil as the formation fluid, calcination took 




proceeded at a slower rate of 1 °C/min in this study to match the TGA study.  In the present 
effort, thermogravimetric analysis was used to determine if 400 °C was the proper calcination 
temperature for kernels produced in the alterative fluids (Figure 4.5).  This could become 
important with improper cleaning or entrapment of the forming fluid, resulting in potential kernel 
cracking during calcination.  The thermogravimetric analysis (Figure 4.5) used a Netzsch 
STA409 apparatus with an alumina crucible, and demonstrates that all of the alternative 
formation fluids are completely removed by the time the kernels reach 400 °C.  This indicates 
that if the alternative forming fluids become entrapped in surface pores created during 
fabrication, the materials will be successfully removed during the calcination process, and will 
not have the ability to undergo rapid expansion causing kernel cracking during sintering.  
          a) air-dried     b) fully sintered 
Figure 4.4. Optical images of air-dried (a) and fully sintered (b) YSZ kernels produced in 
silicone oil, used as control benchmarks for kernel production in this study. 




The kernels were transferred to a high-purity alumina crucible for calcination and 
sintering in the Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics furnace lab at the Colorado School of 
Mines. A calcination and sintering schedule adapted from previous YSZ production (Tsubakino 
and Matsuura, 2002; Pouchon et al., 2003; Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010) allowed for a 
calcination ramp rate of 1 °C/min to 400 °C, followed by a 2 °C/min ramp rate to the sintering 
temperature of 1,600 °C.  After six hours of sintering, the furnace was allowed to cool to room 
temperature at its natural rate.  Different Deltech DT-31-FL furnaces with Yokogawa UP550 
controllers were used to sinter the kernels, but all sintering runs followed the same sintering 
schedule.  Kernels with several hours between the oven drying and furnace calcination were 
given an additional four hour heat treatment at 70 °C before following the normal sintering 
 




schedule to avoid cracking from the accelerated drying of water absorbed from the air.  The 
sintered kernels are characterized and their properties are presented in Section 4.4.  
4.3.2.2. Kernel Production in Bromotetradecane 
Production with bromotetradecane followed the same procedures as formation in silicone 
oil.  When using the 0.773 mm needle for sphere production, interfacial surface tension provided 
proper sphere formation but complete gelation did not occur in the bromotetradecane column.  
As a result, the precursor materials collected at the bottom of the column and agglomerated. 
Attempts at increasing the initial pH of the precursor solution closer to the gelation point did not 
aid in the production of large drop diameter spheres; however, the smaller (0.610 mm) orifice 
needle did produce fully gelled kernels in the formation column.  Using the smaller gauge needle 
provided a smaller drop diameter, which travels more slowly through the column because of its 
smaller mass.  The smaller diameter of the kernel also allows the kernel to reach the gelation 
temperature more quickly, offsetting the slower than expected heat transfer rate.  Kernels falling 
through the bromotetradecane column began transparent and became translucent during free-fall, 
signifying complete gelation. Kernels collected at the bottom of the column were poured from 
the top of the column and separated from the formation fluid.  The kernels were cleaned in the 
same manner described in Subsection 4.3.2.1 before proceeding to calcination and sintering.  
Removal of bromotetradecane from the kernels was more easily accomplished compared to 
silicone oil, requiring half the number of TCE wash steps.  Figure 4.6a presents properly formed 




4.3.2.3. Kernel Production in Chlorooctadecane 
Kernel production in chlorooctadecane did not complete in the available column length 
for either the small or large spheres.  Although kernels did not form in this study, the shape 
support was clearly present shortly after the precursor solution dropped into the formation fluid. 
The slow increase in temperature resulted in poor gelation and final kernel quality (see Figure 
4.6b). 
Chlorooctadecane is initially a solid at room temperature and must be heated to a liquid 
state before being placed in the column.  Although this is an additional production step, it does 
not impact the fluid’s overall ability to form spheres in the laboratory setting.  Assuming that a 
longer column would result in proper kernel formation, the primary issue with chlorooctadecane 
is its tendency to stick to the kernels or the glassware used during the cleaning process.  With 
normal cleaning procedures taking place at room temperature, the quick decrease in the 
temperature of the chlorooctadecane results in the material solidifying on surfaces it is in contact 
with.  Placing the TCE and ammonium hydroxide on a heated plate to keep their temperatures 
 
 a) bromotetradecane (sintered)    b) chlorooctadecane (gelled)       c) iodododecane (gelled) 
Figure 4.6. Kernels produced in each of the alternative forming fluids. 




above the melting point of the chlorooctadecane (21.5 °C) overcame this problem. 
Chlorooctadecane is a difficult fluid to work with at room temperatures; but, at elevated 
temperatures, chlorooctadecane is more easily removed from the kernel surface than silicone oil.   
4.3.2.4. Kernel Production in Iodododecane 
Kernel production in iodododecane proceeded according to the production methods 
described in Subsection 4.3.2.1.  Initially, the kernels produced in iodododecane appeared to be 
very spherical (Figure 4.6c), with the fluid providing the necessary conditions to complete the 
internal sol-gel process for both kernel sizes in the length of the formation column.  The first 
production run with iodododecane indicated two reasons for concern.  First, kernels tended to 
stick to the side of the container; and, second, byproduct gas bubbles were observed attached to 
the forming kernels. The addition of 0.5 g/L Span™ 80 to the iodododecane forming fluid, 
similar to production in TCE, overcame the kernels’ tendency to stick to the formation column.  
Bubble formation on the kernels remains a problem with gelation in iodododecane.   
As the decomposition of HMTA hardened the kernels, small gas bubbles formed on the 
exterior surfaces of the kernels (see Figure 4.7 inset).  The forming gas bubble did not always 
break apart from the kernels but provided additional buoyancy.  After reaching the bottom of the 
column, the kernels continued to gel, producing additional byproduct gas.  The additional 
buoyancy of the gas bubble then overcame the mass of the kernels, and the gelled spheres rose 
through the column, releasing their gas bubbles in the forming fluid or at the gas-liquid interface 
at the top of the column.   
After the kernels were washed and sintered, scanning electron microscope (SEM) 




attached gas bubbles (Figure 4.7).  These surface defects were present on many kernels, and also 
appear to be a location for crack formation and propagation (see Figure 4.7).  Kernels gelled in 
iodododecane initially showed good spherical geometry (see Figure 4.6c), but the sintered 
kernels tended to crack from the indent on the kernel surface.  This dramatically affected the 
overall quality of the kernels, and the excessive cracking resulted in poor sintered geometry. 
Iodododecane has the lowest terminal velocity of the three alternative forming fluids, 
owing to the highest density and viscosity of the three.  The slower fluid flow around the kernel 
 
Figure 4.7. SEM image showing a surface void and cracks in a sintered YSZ kernel formed in 






and higher viscosity may be reasons why the bubbles formed in iodododecane and not the 
alternative forming fluids.  A larger terminal velocity could effectively pull the bubble from the 
top of the forming kernel.  The forming bubble also slows the kernel’s velocity further, which 
compounds its own release allowing for more byproduct coalescence to the point of overcoming 
the weight of the kernel completely, only releasing when the formed kernel has reached the top 
of the forming column. 
4.4.  Kernel Characterization 
Sintered kernels produced using silicone oil and the three alternative forming fluids were 
characterized for size, shape, morphology, composition, density, pore size, and grain size.  SEM 
and optical images of the sintered kernels allowed for size, shape, porosity, and morphology 
inspection.  Gas pycnometry measured the density of well-sintered batches, and powdered 
materials were analyzed by x-ray diffraction (XRD).   
4.4.1.  Size, Shape, and Morphology 
An Olympus SZX12 stereoscope with an attached Paxit PX-CM camera captured optical 
images of the sintered kernels referenced against an image of a known measurement at the same 
magnification and working distance for size calculations.  The optical images provided many 
kernels in one image for quick size and geometry calculations.  Subsequent SEM images 
provided the data for morphology and pore size measurements.  
The optical images of the kernels, manipulated in ImageJ, provided the average kernel 
diameters, circularities, and aspect ratios.  The contrasts and thresholds of the images were 
manipulated to emphasize the kernels’ projected perimeter.  The “analyze particle” and “find 




These measurements included the maximum diameter, minimum diameter, perimeter, and area of 
the kernels.  Removing outliers and non-kernels identified by ImageJ, allowed the shapes of 
well-formed kernels to be accurately quantified.  Equations 4.1 and 4.2 provide the circularity 
and aspect ratio of the kernels, respectively:   
 
Circularity = !!∙!!!"#$%"&"#!                                                  (4.1) 
Aspect ratio = !!"#!!"#                                                        (4.2) 
 
Table 4.2 presents the average diameters, circularities, and aspect ratios calculated for 
kernels produced in each of the forming fluids.  In each case, the average diameter is close to the 
predicted sintered diameter of 336 µm, excluding the kernels formed in chlorooctadecane which 
did not result in hardened spheres.  The control group of silicone oil-formed kernels are uniform 
in size, with a standard deviation of 15 µm.  The average circularity (0.90) and aspect ratio (1.04) 
of these kernels indicated the formation of good spheres.  The average diameter of the kernels 
formed in bromotetradecane (323 µm) are smaller than those formed in silicone oil and have a 
slightly higher standard deviation (16 µm vs 15 µm); however, the bromotetradecane spheres are 
still highly spherical with an aspect ratio of 1.03.  This demonstrates that kernels can be 
produced in bromotetradecane, with the fluid providing proper shape support during formation.  
Iodododecane-formed spheres have poor average circularity (0.18) and aspect ratios (1.29), 
owing to the large amount of cracking and surface void formation; however, individual sintered 




Since spherical kernels could not be produced in chlorooctadecane, size and shape data is 
not available for those kernels (see Figure 4.6b for one example of the resulting shapes).  
Overall, the ungelled kernels formed in chlorooctadecane resembled a well-packed group of 
spheres before gelling together at the bottom of the column. The overall shapes ranged from 
spherules to pear shaped forms (see Figure 4.6b).  Excessing cracking occurred during sintering, 
possibly attributed to the difficulty in removing the forming fluid and its entrapment between 
kernels packed at the bottom of the column.   
SEM images of kernels formed in silicone oil (Figure 4.8) and bromotetradecane (Figure 
4.9) show relatively smooth and round spheres, with some surface roughness and little to no 
surface porosity.  Small surface striations are present, but large fissures and cracks are absent, 
indicating successful production and cleaning procedures.  Figure 4.10 presents a magnified view 
of the interior and exterior of a bromotetradecane-formed kernel, demonstrating some interior 
porosity and a dense outer layer. 
Size and shape measurements of kernels produced in silicone oil and bromotetradecane 
show good uniformity in projected diameters, circularities, and aspect ratios.  The surface 
characteristics of the kernels produced in these two fluids are similarly acceptable.   Formation            
.  












Silicone oil 345 15 0.90 0.03 1.04 0.04 
Bromotetradecane 323 16 0.92 0.06 1.03 0.03 
Chlorooctadecane - - - - - - 







Figure 4.8. SEM image of a YSZ kernel formed in silicone oil. 
 
 





 issues with kernels produced in chlorooctadecane and iodododecane led to poor geometries and 
cracked surfaces, which would not be acceptable in TRISO fuel kernels. 
4.4.2.  Composition  
Non-spherical materials were segregated from the formed kernels after the air-drying, and 
sintered separately at the same furnace conditions as the acceptable kernels.  An FEI Quanta-600 
SEM with an accelerating voltage of 30 keV provided all of the energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) measurements in this study.  EDS spectra showed no contamination from 
any of the formation fluids, including the copper used to stabilize the iodododecane.  Zirconium 
 






peaks dominate the spectra with yttrium, oxygen, and carbon peaks also present.  The carbon 
peaks were contributed to the charge reduction coating and carbon-based tape used in the 
imaging process.   
Samples of the non-spherical sintered materials were powdered in a mortar and pestle for 
x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 4.11).  A Philips PW3040/60 XRD unit with a copper 
x-ray tube (Kα-λ = 0.154 nm) analyzed the samples between 25° and 80°, with a 0.008° (2Θ) step 
size, and a 10.16 ms step time using a Gonio scan axis.  YSZ peaks for kernels formed in all of 
the fluids were matched with XRD reference ICDD 00-030-1468 (YSZ), corresponding to an 
empirical formula of Zr0.85Y0.15O1.93 (92-ZrO2, 8-Y2O3), a molecular weight of 121.75 g/mol, and 
 
Figure 4.11. XRD data for YSZ kernels formed in each of the forming fluids considered in 




a theoretical density of 5.959 g/cm3.  
The XRD analysis of the sintered kernels indicates the presence of only cubic yttria 
stabilized zirconia (Figure 4.11).  Initial XRD analysis showed small peaks of monoclinic 
zirconia, which were attributed to insufficient sintering times (4 hours).  Increasing the sintering 
time to 6 hours alleviated the problem, and allowed for increased solid state diffusion of the 
yttrium within the zirconia matrix. 
4.4.3.  Density and Pore/Grain Sizes 
Kernel density testing was conducted using a Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330 helium gas 
pycnometer to determine the spheres’ average volume and weight.  Well formed kernels 
produced in silicone oil, bromotetradecane, and iodododecane, as well as poorly formed 
materials formed in chlorooctadecane, were de-gassed and desiccated prior to measuring.  Ten 
purges of the sample chamber and five measurements were taken for each sample.  Table 4.3 
presents the results, with the measured YSZ densities compared to the theoretical densities (TD) 
provided by the XRD analysis.  The kernel densities are lower than theoretical, and show the 
highest density in the silicone oil formed kernels (5.85 g/cm3), followed by those formed in 
bromotetradecane (5.83 g/cm3), iodododecane (5.74 g/cm3 ), and chlorooctadecane (5.70 g/cm3).   
 
 
Table 4.3. YSZ kernel densities measured by gas pycnometry. 
Forming fluid Kernel Density (g/cm3) % Theoretical Density 
Silicone oil 5.74 96.3 
Bromotetradecane 5.59 93.8 
Chlorooctadecane 5.06 84.9 





Well-formed kernels were polished using diamond-grinding media (1 µm diameter final 
grind) to view the interior of the kernels and measure their pore sizes. SEM images were taken of 
mounted kernels that were gold coated to reduce charging.  Figures 4.12 and 4.13 present 
representative images of the interior and surface, respectively, of a kernel formed in 
bromotetradecane.  Well-formed kernels were also mounted and gold coated for the viewing and 
measuring of grain sizes.  Pore and grain sizes were measured in the manner described in Section 
4.4.1 for the kernel shape factors.   
Regardless of kernel shape, all pore and grain sizes measurements were similar (Table 
4.4).  The largest average pore sizes were observed in kernels formed in bromotetradecane (0.81 
µm), followed by those formed in iodododecane (0.78 µm), silicone oil (0.76 µm), and 
chlorooctadecane (0.70 µm).  The average grain size was highest in the silicone oil-formed 
spheres (3.22 µm), followed by those formed in bromotetradecane (2.64 µm), iodododecane 
(2.42 µm), and finally chlorooctadecane (2.14 µm).  Pore and grain sizes do not appear affected 
by the choice of forming fluid nor by the kernels’ sintered shapes. 
Table 4.4. Pore and grain sizes measured in YSZ kernels formed in the present study. 
Forming fluid Grain Size (µm) σG (µm) Pore Size (µm) σP (µm) 
Silicone oil 3.22 1.14 0.76 0.32 
Bromotetradecane 2.64 1.03 0.81 0.27 
Chlorooctadecane 2.14 0.82 0.70 0.18 















4.5.  Characterization of the Used Forming Fluid 
Based on the formation characteristics described in Section 4.4.4, bromotetradecane is the 
only alternative forming fluid capable of forming satisfactory spheres in the current formation 
column.  In order to verify the long-term stability of bromotetradecane, a leaching study tested 
bromotetradecane over the expected TCE lifespan (5.7 liters/1 kg kernels produced).  To 
simulate this lifetime, 30 ml of precursor solution was added to a glass graduated cylinder 
containing 53 ml of bromotetradecane, and placed in a 90 °C oven for 24 hrs. 
Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) characterized the forming fluid to 
quantify any changes to the forming fluid.  Samples of each fluid were scanned 64 times with a 2 
cm-1 resolution (using a Nicolet 4700 machine, with OMNIC 7.2 software), and transmission 
curves were compared together on the same plot but showed little difference between forming 
fluids.  The absence of a broad -OH stretches (from water) in any of the fluid samples suggest 
that little water extraction from the precursor broth occurs during gelation.  Formaldehyde and 
carbon dioxide (kernel formation byproducts) were not observed in the FTIR analysis, and are 
either removed from the top of the column or have a low solubility in the forming fluids.  FTIR 
analysis is not capable of identifying unbound metal, but is capable of identifying oxygen 
bonded metal found in the precursor solution.  The FTIR peak for Y-O occurs at ~600 cm-1 
(Barve et al., 2010) and the Zr-O peak occurs around ~450 cm-1 (Lucovsky, 2000); but, no 
significant peaks in either of these regions were present on any of the FTIR analyses either from 
short-term contact or at simulated end-of-life.  The FTIR analysis from the simulated end-of-life 
study (Figure 4.14) did show the emergence of a couple of small peaks between 800-1000 cm-1, 
indicative of N-H bond stretching (inset).  These peaks are believed to be from nucleophilic 




significant effect on kernel gelation, nor do they represent metal contamination.  Carbon nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (13CNMR) confirmed that the additional FTIR peaks were not 
carbon based from carbon dioxide or formaldehyde substitution.  
To further investigate the potential for metal to leach into the forming fluid, neutron 
activation analysis (NAA) was conducted on the used formation fluids to quantify zirconium and 
yttrium leaching from the forming spheres to the support fluid.  Approximately 15 ml of each 
sample were loaded into plastic containers and irradiated for 5 hours in a 3.01×1012 n/cm2!s 
thermal neutron field at the United States Geological Survey TRIGA Reactor.  After irradiation, 
the samples were allowed to cool for 1 week (due to high Br-82 content, T1/2 = 1.47 days ), and 
counted on a high purity germanium detector for characteristic gamma rays.  Transmutation of 
 




zirconium-94 to molybdenum-95 was the only NAA decay/capture scheme available for 
detection at the USGS facility.  After transmutation from zirconium-94, zirconium-95 (T1/2 = 
64.02 days) gives off two detectable γ-rays (724.2 and 756.7 keV) while going through β- decay 
to niobium-95 (T1/2 = 34.99 days), which gives off one detectable γ-ray (765.8 keV) and β- 
decays to stable molybdenum-95.  Due to the time between irradiation and counting, yttrium 
isotopes were not detectable by NAA at the USGS facility, but were available for detection in the 
FTIR analysis.  Zirconium-94 was not detected in any of the forming fluid samples.   
Neither the FTIR nor NAA analyses show yttrium or zirconium present in the used 
forming fluid, indicating that metal leaching from the forming kernels to the forming fluid 
should not be a significant problem. Based on the results in this section, none of the tested 
forming fluids show sufficient polarity to leach metal from the forming kernels. 
4.6.  Summary and Conclusions 
Previous investigation into TRISO kernel production using alternative forming fluids 
yielded three viable forming fluid alternatives: 1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-
iodododecane.  Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) kernels were produced in silicone oil and the 
chosen alternatives, and characterized for size, shape, morphology, composition, density, and 
porosity.  
Production of YSZ kernels in each alternative forming fluid showed varied outcomes 
using a 45 cm production column, from positive (bromotetradecane) to negative 
(chlorooctadecane and iodododecane).  Using the current formation column, only silicone oil and 
bromotetradecane were capable of producing well-sintered spheres of YSZ.  Shape formation 




support, but gelation did not complete in chlorooctadecane, resulting in irregular final sintered 
shapes.  Large tangential spherical voids and subsequent crack propagation arose from bubbles 
forming on the surface of kernels formed in iodododecane. 
Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction analysis revealed no 
significant contamination of the sintered kernels from the forming fluid.  Fourier-transform 
infrared spectroscopy and neutron activation analysis demonstrated that the bromotetradecane 
forming fluid does not significantly leach precursor materials from the forming kernels.   
Formation of YSZ spheres in silicone oil indicates that complete gelation in a relatively short 
formation column is possible.  Using the operating parameters developed for silicone oil, spheres 
produced in bromotetradecane met the requirements set by previous research efforts.  The 
kernels formed in bromotetradecane had comparable average densities to kernels produced in 
silicone oil (5.83 g/cm3 versus 5.85 g/cm3, respectively) and the aspect ratios and sizes were also 
similar for bromotetradecane-formed and silicone oil-formed kernels (1.03 ± 0.03 versus 1.04 ± 
0.04; 323 ± 16 µm versus 345 ± 15 µm, respectively).  Based on the present research results, 
bromotetradecane is recommended for further production-scale testing as a non-hazardous 
forming fluid for TRISO fuel kernel production. 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER PROPERTIES OF YTTRIA-STABILIZED 
ZIRCONIA SOL-GEL KERNELS  
Adapted from a paper submitted to the 
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 
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Previous investigation into the sol-gel formation of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) 
kernels in long-chain halocarbon forming fluids revealed a possible weakness in the current 
models for sol-gel kernel formation. The previous investigation designed a gelation column 
based on the forming kernels’ estimated terminal velocities and heat transfer times. Many of the 
YSZ kernels did not properly gel within the length of the column, suggesting that gelation 
occurred much more slowly than predicted by existing models. The present study investigated 
the heat transfer properties of the forming fluids and precursor solution in detail in order to 
determine the cause of the problem.  A sensitivity study revealed that heat transfer in the 
precursor solution has the strongest impact on gelation time. An effective thermal diffusivity 
estimate of 1.13×10-8 m2/s to 3.35×10-8 m2/s for the YSZ precursor solution yields a more 
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accurate prediction of gelation time. This effective thermal diffusivity is an order of magnitude 
smaller than the thermal diffusivity value used for the precursor solution in previous studies.  
Nomenclature 
Greek Symbols 
αp precursor solution thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
µf forming fluid viscosity (Pa·s) 
µp precursor solution viscosity (Pa·s) 
ρf forming fluid density (kg/m3) 
ρp precursor solution density (kg/m3) 
ΔTgel gelation temperature difference (°C or K) 
 
Latin Symbols 
a acceleration of kernel (m/s2) 
As surface area of sphere (m3) 
Bi Biot number (dimensionless)  
CD drag coefficient (dimensionless)  
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg·K) 
Cpf specific heat capacity at constant pressure, forming fluid (J/kg·K) 
Cpp specific heat capacity at constant pressure, precursor solution (J/kg·K) 
d kernel diameter (m)  
Fg gravitational force on kernel (N) 
Fz z-component force on kernel surface (N) 
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 
h overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m·K) 
intop1 boundary integration in COMSOL 
k thermal conductivity (W/m2·K) 
kf thermal conductivity of forming fluid (W/m2·K)  
kp thermal conductivity of precursor solution (W/m2·K) 
mk mass of kernel (kg) 




r sphere’s radius (m)  
reacf reaction force operator in COMSOL 
Ret Reynolds number at settling velocity (dimensionless) 
th heat transfer time for center of kernel temperature to be 5/6ths of the forming fluid’s (s) 
Vk volume of kernel (m3) 
vt terminal velocity (m/s) 
w velocity magnitude in z-direction in COMSOL 
 
5.1.  Introduction  
TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel particles contain a spherical fissile fuel kernel 
surrounded by layers of carbon and a layer of silicon carbide.  Producing the spherical fuel 
kernels is the first step in particle production, which are then coated with the subsequent layers 
via chemical vapor disposition in a fluidized bed.  The small (425 µm diameter) kernel is 
produced by internal sol-gel chemistry, which, if fabricated properly, will produce a near perfect 
sphere.  The need for spherical fuel kernels is due to the silicon carbide layer, which is strongest 
as a spherical shell layer, and is used as a fission product barrier and individual particle pressure 
vessel.  Current fuel research utilizes a uranium oxycarbide (UCO) fuel kernel, which is formed 
in a trichloroethylene (TCE) forming fluid.  During production, byproducts buildup in the TCE 
forming fluid which eventually limits its ability to produce well formed TRISO kernels.  The 
forming fluid waste is considered a mixed-waste due to the hazardous nature of TCE and the 
small amount of radioactive materials it contains.  This economic and environmental concern for 
TRISO kernel production lead to an investigation of alterative non-hazardous forming fluids for 
kernel production.  Exploration into alterative forming fluids at the Colorado School of Mines 
utilized a yttria-stabilized zirconia precursor solution to avoid radioactive materials handling 




The previous study into alternative forming fluids for TRISO kernel production yielded 
three alternative fluids: bromotetradecane, chlorooctadecane, and iodododecane.  Production of 
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) kernels in each fluid yielded mixed gelation results.  Kernel 
production in bromotetradecane showed promising results, producing fully sintered kernels with 
good final spherical shapes.  However, attempts to produce kernels in chlorooctadecane did not 
proceed as planned.  During gelation in chlorooctadecane, the precursor solution proceeded 
through the column without reaching the gelation conditions needed to allow produce spheres in 
the required column length.  Materials agglomerated at the column base; and, as the kernels sat at 
the bottom of the column, their soft surfaces molded together creating spheroids and pear-shaped 
kernels.   
During kernel gelation in iodododecane, the slow terminal velocity from the dense and 
viscous forming fluid allowed for a small terminal velocity and complete gelation, but the 
byproducts produced during the gelation process coalesced at the top of the forming kernels 
(Figure 5.1 inset).  These bubbles provided additional buoyancy, further slowing the falling 
kernel.  This allowed for an increased residence time within the column, but the slow kernel 
velocity is suspected to not provide the proper removal of byproducts from the kernel surface.  
These bubbles left a surface indent on the forming kernels, which provided an edge for crack 
propagation during sintering, leading to poor final shapes (Figure 5.1). 
Terminal velocity estimates in the previous study iterated between two separate 
estimation techniques for the terminal velocity of a uranium oxycarbide precursor solution: the 
drag coefficient of a sphere in a viscous-Newtonian fluid, and the Reynolds number of a sphere 





1,380 µm drop diameter uranium oxycarbide (UCO) precursor solution, which when fully 
sintered yields a dense 425 µm diameter kernel.  UCO and YSZ precursor solution have different 
drop-to-sintered diameter shrink factors (~3.145 and ~4, for UCO and YSZ, respectively) 
(Collins et al, 2004, Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010), and solution densities (1.43 g/cm3 
vs. 1.14 g/cm3, for UCO and YSZ respectively).  A 1,700 µm drop diameter was needed to 
obtain the same sintered diameter for YSZ kernels.  Gelation with drops of this size did not 
proceed to completion in the column length in any forming fluid. The kernel production column 
 
Figure 5.1. SEM image showing a surface void and cracks in a sintered YSZ kernel formed in 






design based on the terminal velocity and heat transfer estimates for these fluids (Baker et al., 
2013) did not provide the proper residence time for kernel production in most cases; however, 
smaller drop diameter (~1,342 µm) YSZ kernels did properly gel in the bromotetradecane.   
The previous study also estimated the time required for gelation as the time required for 
the center of the forming kernel to reach 5/6th of the forming fluid temperature (Haas et al., 
1980).  This estimated gelation time multiplied by the terminal velocity of the precursor solution 
gave an approximate minimum production column height.  The heat transfer approximations 
were based on the kernel’s estimated terminal velocity and the estimated thermal properties of 
the precursor solution and forming fluids.  The estimated terminal velocity of the forming kernel 
and the precursor solution’s thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity gave estimates for 
the Biot and Fourier numbers, which yielded an estimate of the time required for the kernel 
center to reach 5/6th of the forming fluid temperature.  Previous TRISO kernel heat transfer 
calculations at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) used the thermal conductivity and 
specific heat capacity of water for the precursor solution’s thermal properties (Haas et al., 1980).  
The previous study’s formation calculations continued this assumption, but incorporated the 
actual precursor density in the thermal diffusivity estimate used in the heat transfer calculation 
(Baker at al., 2013).  With production of one alternative fluid occurring in the required time 
(bromotetradecane) and not occurring in another (chlorooctadecane), either the terminal velocity 
or heat transfer estimates may be inaccurate. 
This study aims to investigate the heat transfer parameters of the forming fluids and 
precursor solution with the goal of providing a more appropriate estimate of the precursor 
solution’s thermal diffusivity that satisfies both the bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane 




estimating the terminal velocity of a YSZ kernel falling in bromotetradecane and 
chlorooctadecane.  An analytical model of the gelation time, with updated kernel density and 
diameter, provide a new estimate for the gelation time based on the previous study’s calculation 
method (Baker et al., 2013).  A sensitivity analysis of the impact of the forming fluids’ and 
precursor solution’s thermal properties on gelation time is conducted to understand which fluid 
exerts more control on kernel gelation.  The sensitivity analysis leads to a COMSOL model that 
alters the precursor solution’s thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity during gelation in 
bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane, with a goal of matching gelation parameters in each 
alterative fluid and providing an effective thermal diffusivity of the precursor solution.  The YSZ 
kernel production setup and computer models used in this study are described in the following 
sections.  
5.2.  Experimental Setup 
The custom-built sol-gel production column (Figure 5.2) used in the present study was 
based upon estimates of the terminal velocities and gelation times for a uranium-based precursor 
solution.  The column is approximately 45 cm in total height, which is larger than the minimum 
heights calculated for UCO production (Baker et al., 2013), and is near the maximum height 
available given the glass blower’s ability with the given geometry.  The jacketed glass column is 
equipped with a 1 inch upper opening, a heating fluid inlet/outlet, a formation fluid return spout, 
a 100 ml removable collection flask, a 6 mm diameter stopcock, and a 1 mm measuring stencil 
used for measuring the terminal velocities of the kernels during free-fall. 
A chilled precursor solution (5 °C) of urea-hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) and 
dissolved zirconium and yttrium metal was introduced into a hot (90 °C) forming fluid via a 




is immiscible with the organic forming fluid.  As the falling precursor solution’s temperature 
rises the urea and metal decomplex, the metal hydrolyses, and the metal is precipitated by the 
thermally decomposing HMTA, which raises the kernel’s pH to the precipitation point.  
Formation fluids were heated to 90 °C and drove the more dense precursor solution to gel during 
free-fall.   
Following ORNL’s cleaning method (Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010), the kernels 
were first washed in TCE to remove the excess formation fluid, followed by several washes in 
 
    a) Top of formation column                             b) Bottom of formation column 
Figure 5.2. Custom-made, 45 cm tall, glass jacketed formation column equipped with a 100 ml 




0.5 M ammonium hydroxide to completely remove the excess TCE and complete the kernel 
gelation.  The kernels were then washed in deionized water before proceeding to a pressure-
washing step.  After the deionized water wash, the kernels were loaded into a 
polytetrafluoroethylene container containing deionized water for pressure washing.  The 
container was placed in a glass beaker in a drying oven at 150 °C for three hours.  After removal 
of the kernels from the PTFE container, 1-methoxy-2-propanol was used to remove any HMTA 
and urea that may have remained after pressure washing.  Alternating deionized water and the 1-
methoxy-2-propanal washes completed the kernel cleaning procedure.  The kernels were placed 
in a petri dish and allowed to dry naturally over night.   
The kernels were transferred to a high-purity alumina crucible for calcination and 
sintering in the Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics furnace lab at the Colorado School of 
Mines.  A calcination and sintering schedule adapted from previous YSZ production (Tsubakino 
and Matsuura, 2002; Pouchon et al., 2003; Hunt, Montgomery, and Collins, 2010) allowed for a 
calcination ramp rate of 1 °C/min to 400 °C, followed by a 2 °C/min ramp rate to the sintering 
temperature of 1,600 °C.  After six hours of sintering, the furnace was allowed to cool to room 
temperature at its natural rate.  The cooled kernels were then characterized to determine which 
forming fluid was capable of producing proper geometric kernels without chemical impurities.  
Based upon previous research, only one of the chosen alternative forming fluids 
(bromotetradecane) provided the proper residence time to fully gel the ~1,342 µm drop diameter 
spheres of the YSZ precursor solution, which means the terminal velocity and/or heat transfer 
times may be inaccurately estimated.  Both terminal velocity and heat transfer during kernel 
gelation are investigated via computer modeling in order to determine the key parameters 




5.3.  Models 
Previous terminal velocity and heat transfer time estimates were based on the density of a 
uranium-based precursor solution (1.43 g/cm3) and drop diameter (1,380 µm) (Baker et al., 
2013).  With production taking place with a YSZ precursor solution, these values were updated 
in this study’s analytical model to reflect the new precursor solution.  A COMSOL model also 
provided new estimates for the terminal velocities of ~1,342 µm YSZ droplets in 
bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane.  Analytical and COMSOL heat transfer models using 
measured terminal velocities of the falling kernels gave new heat transfer time estimates for the 
gelling kernels.  The following subsections present these models.  
5.3.1.  Terminal Velocity Model 
A 2-D axisymmetric COMSOL model provides an alternative to the analytical method 
(Baker et al., 2013) for calculating the terminal velocity.  The model uses a fluid-flow simulation 
in a moving coordinate system coupled to an ordinary differential equation for the kernel’s force 
balance built in COMOSOL 4.3a.  The model allows a stagnant kernel to accelerate in the 
forming fluid while keeping the kernel geometry stationary in the simulation.  It accomplishes 
this by balancing the force of the fluid on the kernel surface in the z-direction with the 
gravitational force of the kernel in the forming fluid.   
In the model, the formation column measures 6 mm wide by 14 mm tall, and the kernel’s 
radius measured 671 µm (see Figure 5.3).  The symmetry boundary on the left side of the model 
(Figure 5.3) decreases simulation time.  The velocity of the fluid leaving the “open boundary”, 
located at the top of forming column model column, is applied to the inlet of the column between 




at the right side of the forming column and no slip at the kernel boundary (Figure 5.3) allow 
proper fluid flow in the model.  A “volume force” condition was applied to the forming fluid in 
the z-direction. The measured precursor density and measured forming fluid densities and 
viscosities were used in the model.  Table 5.1 presents the values and parameters of the terminal 
velocity model, and Figure 5.3 presents the model geometry and conditions. 
The simulation indicates the terminal velocity when the force balance reaches zero, 
signifying the kernel has stopped accelerating.  The governing ordinary differential equation for 
determining the terminal velocity of the kernels is given by Equation 5.1.  The gravitational force 
of the falling kernel (Fg) and the z-component of the force that the forming fluid exerts on the 
kernel (Fz) are given in Equations 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.  
 
!!! = !! + !!                                                       (5.1)!
!! = −!!!!!                                                         (5.2)!
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Table 5.1. COMSOL terminal velocity model parameters 
Model Properties Fluid Properties 
Column size 6 x 14 mm Precursor density 1140 kg/m3 
Time step 0.001 s Bromotetradecane density 983 kg/m3 
Total time 5 s Chlorooctadecane density 830 kg/m3 
Kernel radius 671 µm Bromotetradecane viscosity 1.23×10-3 Pa!s!


















T0 = 298 K 
6 mm wide  
Inlet condition 
v0 = 0 
14 mm tall 
 























 The z-component of the force exerted on the kernel is calculated using COMSOL’s built 
in boundary integration (intop1) for the reaction force operator (reacf()) of the velocity 
magnitude in the z-direction (w). This integration is applied to the interface between the fluid 
and kernel surface (Figure 5.3) until the volume force reaches steady state. The model calculates 
the velocity in small time steps (0.001 seconds) and uses the calculated velocity as the input for 
the velocity at the bottom of the column.  An “extra fine” triangular mesh, five second simulation 
time, and a 0.001 relative convergence tolerance completed the model. 
The following subsection presents an analytical model for calculation of the terminal 
velocity. 
5.3.2.  Analytical Model for Terminal Velocity 
The previous study used an iterative approach using two separate calculation methods 
resulted in terminal velocity prediction (Baker et al., 2013).  The drag coefficient (CD) of a 
sphere in a viscous-Newtonian fluid is dependent on the sphere’s velocity (Equation 5.4).  
Multiplying the drag coefficient by the square of the Reynolds number at the sphere’s terminal 
velocity (Ret, Equation 5.5) eliminates the terminal velocity from this dependence (Equation 
5.6) (Walsh and Rao, 1988).  This yields the fluid flow characteristics for a sphere in a laminar 


















A correlation for the drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number (Equation 5.7) 
(Haider and Levenspiel, 1989) can also be used to predict CDRe2 when multiplied by the square of 
the Reynolds number (Equation 5.5). 
 
!! = !"!"! 1+ 0.186!"!
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                             (5.7) 
 
Iterating the settling velocity until the values predicted by both equations are equal allows 
an estimation of the expected settling velocity.  This method was previously employed to 
calculate the terminal velocity of UCO kernels falling in the alternative forming fluids (Baker et 
al., 2013).  In this study, the measured YSZ precursor density (1.14 g/cm3) and smaller kernel 
diameter (1,342 µm) were used. 
The next subsection presents the analytical model for gelation time. 
5.3.3.  Analytical Model for Gelation Time 
Equation 5.8, expanded from previous research, estimates the time for the kernel’s center 
temperature to reach 5/6th of the temperature of the forming fluid (Baker et al., 2013).  Previous 
studies used this as the accepted time for complete gelation (Haas et al., 1980).  
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The Ruzicka and Domalski group contribution method (Ruzicka and Domalski, 1993) 




Rao group contribution method (Sastri and Rao, 1999) estimated the thermal conductivity.  Table 
5.2 presents the estimated values for the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the 
forming fluids, and includes the assumed values for the precursor solution and measured density 
of each fluid.   
This model previously calculated the gelation time of UCO kernels using the uranium-
based precursor density and estimated terminal velocities given by the analytical terminal 
velocity method (Baker et al., 2013).  Using the measured YSZ precursor density (1.14 g/cm3) 
and new drop diameter (1,342 µm) updates the previous calculation for the gelation time. 
Since Equation 5.8 contains thermal properties of both the forming fluid and precursor 
solution, a sensitivity analysis on their thermal properties was conducted to see which is more 
important to a gelation time estimate.  The thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of 
both fluids were altered between 20-300% of their estimated (forming fluids) or assumed 
(precursor solution) values (Table 5.2).  Equation 5.8 was modeled in Mathematica with the 
thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity as independent variables.  The values were 
plotted in three dimensions with gelation time being the dependent variable.  This allowed for a 
visual and quantitative inspection into how the thermal properties of each fluid effect the gelation 
Table 5.2. Measured densities and estimated specific heat 
capacities and thermal conductivities of bromotetradecane, 
chlorooctadecane, and precursor solution values. 
  Cp (J/kg!K) k (W/m!K) ρ (kg/m3) 
Bromotetradecane 1946 0.104 983 
Chlorooctadecane 2315 0.116 830 
Precursor Solution 42201 0.5691 1140 






The next subsection presents the COMSOL heat transfer model used to calculate the 
gelation time during free-fall at terminal velocity. 
5.3.4.  COMSOL Heat Transfer Model 
Using the 2-D axisymmetric COMSOL geometry developed for the terminal velocity 
estimation, a conjugate heat transfer model calculated the temperature of the kernel as a function 
of time during free-fall.   
The symmetry (Figure 5.4) provides shorter simulation time for the model.  An “open 
boundary” condition for the fluid leaving the top of the model column (Figure 5.4) allows the 
fluid to leave the top of the production column, which is the same velocity as the measured 
terminal velocities given at the “inlet” (Figure 5.4).   Slip at the far side of the forming column 
and no slip at the kernel boundary (Figure 5.4) are applied for proper fluid flow in the model.  
The formation fluid is modeled as a liquid with an initial temperature of 373 K.  The kernel is 
modeled as a solid with an initial temperature of 298 K and uses the measured precursor 
solution’s density (Table 5.2), varying the estimated specific heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity.  An “extra fine” mesh, 0.01 second time step, ten second simulation time, and a 
0.001 relative convergence tolerance completed the conjugate heat transfer model. 
Without a direct input for the thermal diffusivity in COMSOL, the specific heat capacity 
(Cpp) and thermal conductivity (kp) of the precursor solution are altered to establish a 
relationship between gelation time and the precursor solution’s thermal diffusivity (Equation 
5.9). 
!! = !!!!!!!





Changes to each thermal property of the precursor solution were varied between 20% and 
200% of the estimated values in the COMSOL model, giving various thermal diffusivities of the 
precursor solution.  An integrated boundary probe of the kernel surface calculated the total heat 
input into the kernel, integrated up to the gelation time.  Complete gelation occurs when the 
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center of the kernel reaches 5/6th of the forming fluid temperature, which was monitored by a 
point probe in the model.  Kernel gelation models were solved using bromotetradecane and 
chlorooctadecane forming fluids with the same precursor solution thermal diffusivities and 
model geometries.  With experimental gelation completing in bromotetradecane and not in 
chlorooctadecane, this study attempted to establish a value that satisfied both of the gelation rates 
seen in experimentation. 
The following section described the parameter studies and results of the models. 
5.4.  Parameter Studies 
The following subsections present the results of the analytical and COMSOL models of 
the terminal velocities, the sensitivity of gelation time to changes in the forming fluids’ and 
precursor solution’s thermal properties, and the estimate for the effective thermal diffusivity of 
the precursor solution determined from the COMSOL heat transfer model. 
5.4.1.  Terminal Velocity Results 
Although two separate estimates for terminal velocity were calculated, gelling kernels 
were also videotaped during free-fall and measured against a 1 mm stencil located on the inside 
of the production column and the elapsed frame rate in the recording.  An adjustable pipette was 
used to drop 1.26 µL of precursor solution into the forming fluid, equal to the volume of a 1,342 
µm diameter drop and videotaped with a Nikon 5100 camera.   
The terminal velocity estimates based on the analytical method and the COMSOL model 
differ widely from the measured terminal velocities.  Table 5.3 presents these findings and the 
deviations of the estimated terminal velocities from the measured values.  The bromotetradecane 




estimating the measured terminal velocity by +18.3%, and the COMSOL model underestimating 
the measured value by -9.7%.  Both prediction methods under-estimate the terminal velocity in 
chlorooctadecane by -33.4% and -36.8% for the analytical and COMSOL methods, respectively.  
This indicates that the chlorooctadecane droplets fell through the forming fluid much faster than 
expected. 
The errors in the analytical model contributed to the incorrect estimate for the required 
production column height.  The analytic and COMSOL models predict significantly different 
terminal velocities for a small sphere falling through a viscous fluid.  The inaccurate prediction 
of the terminal velocities also impact the Biot and Fourier numbers used in the analytical heat 
transfer analysis.  Since neither terminal velocity model matched the measured values, the heat 
transfer models in this study use the measured terminal velocities. 
5.4.2.  Gelation Time Sensitivity Analysis  
The sensitivity analysis aimed at determining whether the precursor solution’s or forming 
fluids’ thermal properties have a more significant impact on gelation time.  Figures 5.5 and 5.6 
present the predicted gelation times as a function of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of 
the bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane, respectively.  The thermal conductivities in Figures 
5.5 and 5.6 ranged from 0.02 to 0.3 W/m!K, and the specific heat capacities range from 400 to 
6000 J/kg!K (approximately 20-300% of the fluids’ estimated properties). 
Table 5.3. Estimated and measured terminal velocities calculations for a 1,342 µm drop diameter 
















Bromotetradecane 5.33 4.07 4.51 0.82 18.3 -0.44 -9.7 





 Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show very similar gelation curves.  In both figures, an increase in the 
forming fluids’ thermal conductivity results in a longer gelation time.  However, as the specific 
heat capacity increases, the gelation time decreases.  The longest gelation times in both 
bromotetradecane and iodododecane are experienced with a high thermal conductivity and low 
specific heat capacity of the forming fluids.  The shortest gelation times arise from the opposite, 





Figure 5.5. Predicted gelation time for a 1,342 µm YSZ kernel in bromotetradecane as a function 









Figure 5.6. Predicted gelation time for a 1,342 µm YSZ kernel in chlorooctadecane as a 
function of the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of the forming fluid. 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Predicted gelation time for a 1,342 µm YSZ kernel in bromotetradecane as a 











The gelation time range for bromotetradecane is 0.48-2.01 seconds  (Figure 5.5), and the 
range for chlorooctadecane is 0.34 to 1.58 seconds (Figure 5.6).   Using the estimated thermal 
properties for each fluid (see Table 5.2) the standard condition heat transfer time (with the 
originally assumed precursor thermal diffusivity) was calculated as 1.05 and 0.77 seconds, for 
the bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane, respectively (marked with black squares on Figures 
5.5 and 5.6).  Overall, the changes to the thermal properties of the forming fluids do not 
significantly change the gelation time of the YSZ precursor solution.  Due to the forming fluid 
having little effect on gelation time, the precursor solution sensitivity study was conducted in 
bromotetradecane.   
Unlike the forming fluid, changes in the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity 
of the precursor solution significantly impacted the gelation time.  The precursor solution’s 
thermal conductivity ranged from 0.1138 to 1.707 W/m!K and the specific heat capacity ranged 
from 844 to 12,660 J/kg!K (a 20-300% change from the assumed values).  An increase in the 
precursor solution’s thermal conductivity slightly decreased the gelation time, while an increase 
in the specific heat capacity greatly increased the gelation time.  These relationships are the 
opposite of those of the forming fluids due to the direction of the heat transfer from the forming 
fluid into the precursor solution.  Over the same thermal property percentage variation as the 
forming fluids, the gelation time ranged from 0.7 to 14.8 seconds (see Figure 5.7).  The assumed 
condition heat transfer time was calculated as 0.95 seconds (marked with black square on Figure 
5.8).  
The specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the forming fluids appear to 
insignificantly impact gelation time compared to the thermal properties of the precursor solution.  




conductivity and specific heat capacity, and put more importance on the thermal properties of the 
forming fluid.  This information lead the study to investigate the impact of the precursor 
solution’s thermal diffusivity on gelation time in the COMSOL heat transfer model. 
5.4.3.  Precursor Solution Effective Thermal Diffusivity 
The gelation time sensitivity analysis showed that the precursor solution’s thermal 
properties effect the gelation time more significantly than the forming fluids’ properties.  The 
COMSOL sensitivity analysis aimed at determining a range for the precursor solution’s thermal 
diffusivity that matches the gelation times observed in both bromotetradecane and 
chlorooctadecane. 
Figure 5.8 presents the gelation time for a 1,342 µm drop diameter YSZ kernel as a 
function of thermal diffusivity in bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane, based on the 
COMSOL heat transfer model.  As expected, a smaller precursor solution thermal diffusivity 
requires a longer times for the kernel temperature rise in both fluids.  For thermal diffusivities 
greater than 2×10-8 m2/s, the gelation time is always shorter in chlorooctadecane compared to in 
bromotetradecane.  Although these calculations take into effect the measured terminal velocities, 
they do not represent the column residence time.  Dividing the column height (45 cm) by the 
measured terminal velocities (4.51 cm/s for bromotetradecane and 10.63 cm/s for 
chlorooctadecane, see Table 5.2) bounds the gelation times in each fluid.  With kernel gelation 
completing in the bromotetradecane and not completing in the chlorooctadecane, the minimum 
and maximum thermal diffusivities are given by the column residence times in bromotetradecane 




Power law correlations generated in Microsoft Excel were fit to the data, and calculated 
the thermal diffusivities for both forming fluids at their maximum column gelation times: 
1.13×10-8 m2/s for bromotetradecane and 3.35×10-8 m2/s for chlorooctadecane.  Previous 
research assumed a precursor solution thermal diffusivity of 1.14×10-7 m2/s for uranium-based 
kernel production (Haas et al., 1980), using the properties of water as an estimate for the untested 
thermal properties.  The previous YSZ production calculations also used the same specific heat 
capacity and thermal conductivity of water for the precursor solution properties, but incorporated 
Figure 5.8. Gelation times of bromotetradecane and chlorooctadecane versus thermal diffusivity 





the known precursor density, giving a thermal diffusivity of 1.18×10-7 m2/s.  The estimated 
effective thermal diffusivity range is an order of magnitude smaller than the previous estimates, 
and is responsible for the poor estimation of gelation time in the previous study.  This 
inaccuracy, coupled with the poor terminal velocity estimation in previous research, calculated a 
smaller than required formation column. 
5.4.4.  Heat of Reaction and Phase Change 
In the COMSOL model and analytic calculations for gelation time, the time required for 
the kernels to gel was solely based on the time needed for the temperature of the kernels’ core to 
reach 5/6th the forming fluid temperature considering only heat transfer; however, the heat of 
reaction may also be important.  As gelation takes place, the phase change from liquid to solid 
also affects the heat transfer in the forming kernels.  
The following subsection presents the calculation for the heat of reactions associated with 
the chemical reactions occurring in the gelling kernels.  Equations 5.12-5.15 present balanced 
gelation chemistry equations provided in literature (Collins, 2005): 
 
!" !" !!! ! !!! ↔ 2!"(!"!)! + !"!!                                   (5.12)!
!!"!! + 4!!! ↔ !"(!")! + 4!!                                       (5.13)!
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Equation 5.12 is the decomplexation reaction of the urea and zirconium metal, which is 
proceeded by a small temperature increase.  Equations 5.13 and 5.14 are the hydrolysis reactions 




pH and drives the metal precipitation.  Based on previous tetravalent-urea complexation research 
(Sinkov and Bozhenko, 1998), the zirconium-urea reaction (Equation 5.12), is most likely a 
weak complex, and is not included in the overall heat of reaction, as no enthalpy of formation 
data is available in literature for this complex. The calculated heat of reaction multiplied by the 
number of zirconium moles per densified kernel, calculated from the measured density (5.59 
g/cm3) and measured kernel diameter (323 µm) (Baker et al., 2014) yielded the total heat 
generated per kernel.   
Table 5.4 presents the standard enthalpy of formations for the constituents used to 
calculate the heat of reaction.  Excluding Equation 5.12, the heat of reaction is -3,724.5 J/mol-Zr.  
The measured density and kernel diameter give values for YSZ kernels produced in 
bromotetradecane (Baker et al., 2014) indicates that each kernel contains 8.00×10-7 moles of 
zirconium.  Therefore, the overall calculated heat of reaction is -2.98×10-3 J/kernel.   
Table 5.4. Standard heats of formation for the species involved in YSZ gelation.   
  ΔH°f (kJ/mol) Reference 
(CH2)6N4 120.50 Maxwell, 2005 
CH2O -108.57 Smith, Van Ness, and Abbott, 2001 
H+ 0 Masterson, Slowinski, and Stanitski, 1981 
H2O -285.83 Smith, Van Ness, and Abbott, 2001 
NH4 -46.1 Smith, Van Ness, and Abbott, 2001 
Zr(OH)4 -1619.4 Leturcq et al., 2001 
Zr4+ -608.5 Mompean and Perrone, 2005 
ZrO(OH)2 -1414.2 Knovel, 2008 





To calculate the cumulative heat into the kernel during gelation, the total heat flux of the 
bromotetradecane model, with αp = 1.18×10-8 m2/s, was integrated with a boundary probe in 
COMSOL from t = 0 until the gelation time (1.75 seconds, see Table 5.3).  Multiplying by the 
gelling kernel surface area of a 1,342 µm diameter kernel gave cumulative heat transfer of 0.251 
J into the kernel.  
The calculation of the heat transfer time in the sensitivity analysis also allows for the 
calculation of the total heat needed for kernel gelation.  Extraction of the overall heat transfer 
coefficient (h) from Equation 5.8 allows for calculation of the cumulative total heat for gelation 
given by Equation 5.11. 
! = ℎ!!Δ!!"#                                                            (5.11) 
 
The overall heat transfer coefficient of a kernel forming in bromotetradecane at the 
standard thermal conditions (provided in Table 5.2) is 1040 W/m2!K.  Using the drop diameter 
during kernel production (1,342 µm) for the surface area calculation, and the associated 
temperature rise, Equation 5.11, yields the overall heat transfer into the kernel as 0.294 J/kernel. 
As the precipitation of the metal in solution takes place, the liquid precursor solution 
becomes a semi-solid gel.  As the phase change occurs, the specific heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity change, altering the heat transfer into the kernels.  The slightly exothermic reaction 
calculated by the heat of reaction is much less than the overall heat flux from the COMSOL 
model and analytical calculation by a couple orders of magnitude, and is not considered a major 
contributor to the heat balance during gelation.  This small exothermic amount may help drive 




calculation.  The physical state changes are difficult to model, and this research incorporates 
them as part of the lumped estimate for the effective thermal diffusivity of the precursor solution. 
5.5. Summary and Conclusions 
Previous estimates of the terminal velocity and heat transfer time estimated a minimum 
production column height.  A custom-built formation column was used for kernel production at 
the Colorado School of Mines for production of YSZ kernels using alternative forming fluids.  
Kernel production yielded mixed gelation results: proper gelation of 1,342 µm drop diameter 
kernels in bromotetradecane and poor gelation in chlorooctadecane. Understanding where the 
initial estimates of terminal velocity and heat transfer time may have been inaccurate provides a 
more appropriate estimation technique for gelation time.  
An analytical model and a fluid flow model in COMSOL calculated the terminal velocity 
of a 1,342 µm diameter yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) kernel falling through the two forming 
fluids.  Both estimation techniques gave poor estimates compared to the velocities measured by 
videotaping the precursor solution during free-fall at normal gelation conditions, -36.8% 
difference for the chlorooctadecane COMSOL model and +18.3% difference for the 
bromotetradecane analytical model.  Due to the inaccuracies, the measured terminal velocity was 
used for the sensitivity and COMSOL heat transfer time models. 
A sensitivity analysis using the measured terminal velocities developed relationships 
between the forming fluids’ and precursor solution’s specific heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity on gelation time.  The predicted gelation time was not significantly sensitive to the 
forming fluid’s properties, but altering the precursor solution’s specific heat capacity and thermal 




The large change in gelation time resulting from altering the properties of the precursor 
solution lead to a more rigorous COMSOL model to investigate the bounds of the precursor 
solution fluid properties and their effect on gelation time.  The column height and measured 
terminal velocities in the two fluids bounded the minimum and maximum thermal diffusivities 
for complete gelation in bromotetradecane and poor gelation in chlorooctadecane (1.13×10-8 m2/s 
and 3.35×10-8 m2/s, respectively).  These values for thermal diffusivity are an order of magnitude 
smaller than the thermal diffusivity of water used in previous calculations.  The new effective 
thermal diffusivity estimate incorporates the temperature rise, heat of reaction, and phase change 
of a YSZ precursor solution with a density of 1.14 g/cm3.   
Boundary integration of the forming kernel surface in the COMSOL model gave the total 
heat for gelation as 0.251 J/kernel, similar to the analytical calculation using the overall heat 
transfer coefficient (0.294 J/kernel). Ignoring the weak urea complexation reaction, the heat of 
reaction was calculated as -2.98×10-3 J/kernel, slightly exothermic but much smaller in 
magnitude compared to the heat transfer calculated by the overall heat transfer coefficient 
extracted from the sensitivity model and the heat transfer integrated in the COMSOL model.  
The heat of reaction, which contributes only ~0.1% of the heat needed to gel the kernel, is 
presumed to be insignificant during gelation.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The current Very High Temperature Reactor design incorporates TRi-structural 
ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel, which consists of a spherical fissile fuel kernel surrounded by layers of 
graphite and silicon carbide.  The current TRISO fuel kernel production process uses 
trichloroethylene (TCE) as a forming fluid in an internal sol-gel production scheme.  Regardless 
of the forming fluid composition, gelation byproducts will eventually inhibit complete gelation.  
Changing the TRISO forming fluid from TCE to a non-hazardous alternative may save ~$112,500 
per ton of produced UCO kernels by eliminating mixed waste disposal costs associated with the 
low-level TCE waste.   
The goal of this study was to find an alterative forming fluid for TRISO kernel production 
that did not result in the creation of a mixed waste.  Selection criteria for the alternative forming 
fluids’ chemical and physical properties narrowed a list of potential fluids.  Melting point and 
boiling point criteria ensured that the forming fluid remained a liquid at formation temperatures.  
Density and viscosity criteria allowed for natural sphere formation and facilitated the post-
formation cleaning process.  A surface tension similar to TCE permitted similar sphere formation 
as the original fluid.  Autoignition and flashpoint criteria provided a safety margin during 
operation, and limiting the polarity of the forming fluid reduced the potential for uranium leaching 
during formation.  Constraining the final selection to chemicals not on restricted lists, particularly 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) listed hazardous waste list, and considering 




forming fluid.  The forming fluid selection criteria narrowed a list of ~10,800 obtained from the 
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics to ten candidate replacement forming fluids: 1-
bromododecane, 1-bromotetradecane, 1-bromoundecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, 1-
chlorotetradecane, 1-iododecane, 1-iodododecane, 1-iodohexadecane, 1-iodooctadecane, and 
squalane.  Further discrimination required the experimental measurement of the candidates’ 
density, viscosity, and surface tension as a function of temperature between 25 °C and 80 °C. 
This measured data, along with estimated thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity 
data, allowed the prediction of the terminal velocity, heat transfer time, and minimum formation 
column height for each of the candidate forming fluids.  All of the candidate forming fluids had 
relatively similar calculated column heights; therefore, the surface tension data combined with 
secondary selection criteria determined the three forming fluids recommended for further testing: 
1-bromotetradecane, 1-chlorooctadecane, and 1-iodododecane.   
Kernel production at the Colorado School of Mines’ Nuclear Fuels Development Lab 
tested the ability of the new forming fluids in a custom-built formation column.  Production of 
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) kernel in bromotetradecane showed promising results, producing 
fully sintered kernels with very good final spherical shapes; however, attempts to produce 
kernels in chlorooctadecane and iodododecane were not successful.  During gelation in 
chlorooctadecane, the forming precursor solution proceeded through the column without 
reaching the gelation conditions needed for hardened spheres in the column length.  Materials 
agglomerated at the column base and produced poorly formed spheroids.  Gelation byproduct 
buildup during formation in iodododecane produced a bubble connected to the top of the forming 
kernels, which left a small indent in the top of each kernel.  During sintering, this indent lead to 




Formed kernels were characterized by gas pycnometry for density, energy-dispersive x-
ray spectroscopy for contaminants, and scanning electron and optical microscopy for size, shape, 
and morphology.  Based upon the kernel characterization, 1-bromotetradecane produced kernels 
satisfying the geometric standards established by the control group of kernels produced in 
silicone oil.  An end-of-life experiment on the bromotetradecane showed no metal leaching from 
the precursor solution into the forming fluid, showing bromotetradecane as a suitable candidate 
for production-scale kernel tests using uranium-based precursor solutions. 
Estimates of the terminal velocity and heat transfer time were used to calculate a 
minimum production column height.  Understanding where the initial estimates of terminal 
velocity and heat transfer time may have been inaccurate provided a more appropriate estimation 
for gelation time.  An analytical model and a fluid flow model in COMSOL calculated the 
terminal velocity of a 1,342 µm diameter YSZ kernel falling through bromotetradecane and 
chlorooctadecane.  Both estimation techniques gave poor values compared to the velocities 
measured by videotaping the precursor solution during free-fall at normal gelation conditions, 
yielding a -36.8% to -33.4% difference for chlorooctadecane and -9.7% to +18.3% difference for 
bromotetradecane.  Due to these inaccuracies, the measured terminal velocities were used for a 
sensitivity and COMSOL heat transfer time models. 
Using the measured terminal velocities, the sensitivity analysis developed relationships 
between the forming fluids’ and precursor solution’s specific heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity and gelation time.  The predicted gelation time was not sensitive to the forming 
fluid’s properties, but altering the precursor solution’s specific heat capacity and thermal 




The large change in gelation time resulting from altering the properties of the precursor 
solution lead to a more rigorous COMSOL model to investigate the bounds of the precursor 
solution fluid properties and their effects on gelation time.  The column height and measured 
terminal velocities in the two fluids bounded the minimum and maximum thermal diffusivities 
for complete gelation in bromotetradecane and poor gelation in chlorooctadecane (1.13×10-8 m2/s 
and 3.35×10-8 m2/s, respectively).  These values for thermal diffusivity are an order of magnitude 
smaller than the thermal diffusivity of water used in previous calculations.  The new effective 
thermal diffusivity estimate incorporates the temperature rise, heat of reaction, and phase change 
of the YSZ precursor solution (with a density of 1.14 g/cm3), and should give a more accurate 
gelation time estimate for the YSZ precursor solution.   
Boundary integration of the forming kernel surface in the COMSOL model gave the total 
heat for gelation as 0.251 J/kernel, similar to the analytical calculation using the overall heat 
transfer coefficient, 0.294 J/kernel.  Ignoring the weak urea complexation reaction, the heat of 
reaction was calculated as -2.98×10-3 J/kernel, slightly exothermic but much smaller in 
magnitude compared to the other heat transfer calculations. The heat of reaction, originally 
considered a potential problem with the gelation time estimate, contributes only ~0.1% of the 
heat entering the kernel and is presumed to be an insignificant contributor to gelation.  
The method for determining an alterative forming fluid for TRISO fuel kernel production 
described in this thesis can be applied to many types of precursor solutions utilizing internal sol-
gel chemistry.  Based on the results in this thesis, 1-bromotetradecane is recommended for future 
kernel production with uranium-based precursor solutions to definitively determine its suitability 







RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
 As mentioned in this thesis, future kernel production with uranium-based precursor 
solutions in 1-bromotetradecane will determine its viability as a direct replacement for 
trichloroethylene (TCE).  Currently, 1-bromotetradecane is only proven as a replacement for 
silicone oil for yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) production.  Testing of the forming fluid using 
the same uranium-based precursor solution formulation and cleaning procedure used by Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory will show the suitability of the alternative fluid as a replacement.  
 To remove all mixed-waste created during kernel production, a new kernel cleaning 
procedure should be developed.  The research into YSZ kernel production in this thesis needed 
the use of TCE for removal of the forming fluid, and ammonia to complete the yttria gelation 
inside the kernels.  Previous research stated that uranium-based kernel production is based solely 
on the temperature difference producing ammonium from the thermal breakdown of 
hexamethylenetetramine, but still uses ammonia to “complete” kernel gelation during washing.  
This step may not be needed given a hold time in the hot forming fluid.  Not using the ammonia 
wash step and not using TCE to remove the forming fluid would completely eliminate mixed 
waste creation during kernel production. 
 The initial estimate of the precursor solution’s thermal diffusivity was an order of 
magnitude too low, a longer column length or a counter-current flowing forming fluid may be 
needed for kernel production.  Production with a counter-current flowing forming fluid will 




formation column, and may also aid in removal of byproduct bubble buildup during kernel 
gelation in.   
 The thesis shows nucleophilic substitution of the –NH3 group to the long hydrocarbon 
chain of the bromotetradecane.  The amount of this byproduct produced during gelation and its 
effects on future kernel production should be studied.  Currently, the amount of TCE used during 
uranium-based kernel production is known, but a study into the byproduct buildup in 
bromotetradecane will give more understanding into the amount of alternative forming fluid used 
during kernel production.  This study may also be extended to include a recycling program for 
the bromotetradecane. The waste created during kernel production in bromotetradecane is non-
hazardous, which means recycling may be more easily achieved financially and without the need 
for chemical transport to another facility.  This study would also give a definitive understanding 
of the financial implications of changing the forming fluid. 
 This thesis tested three different halocarbons use as an alternative forming fluid for 
kernel production.  The three chemicals chosen have different halogen constituents and varying 
chain lengths.  Production in iodododecane had an inherent problem with byproduct bubble 
formation, but it not known if this problem is attributed to the halogen component, the chain 
length, or another undetermined factor.  The primary and secondary selection criteria narrowed 
the chemical list down to ten potential alternatives, with the surface tension as one of the last 
determining factors.  All kernels showed low Weber numbers, signifying proper shape 
formation.  Reevaluating the ten chosen chemicals, excluding the surface tension, may introduce 
another iodo-based compound, or a shorter/longer chain length for one of the other halocarbons.  
Kernel production in fluids with similar halocarbon groups or similar chain lengths, may give a 




 Current collaboration between the Chemistry and Geochemistry and Physics Departments 
at the Colorado School of Mines creates designer chemicals based on the calculated physical 
properties of not-yet-created chemicals and the means by which they can be created chemically.  
The initial chemical database for alternative selection used known chemicals, but not designer 
chemicals that may better suit the internal gelation production scheme.  TCE is a short-chained 
alkene with three chlorine atoms attached, giving the hydrocarbon a high density with a low 
viscosity.  By halogenating a short carbon backbone, a low viscosity hydrocarbon material will 
increase in density, possibly creating a perfect analog to TCE without the health hazard risk.  







APPENDIX A – END-OF-LIFE BROMOTETRADECANE END-OF-LIFE NEUTRON 

























































Table B.1. ICP metal solution results 
Sample ID Analyte Name Conc (Calib) RSD (Conc) 
Zr/Y sample Ar 420.069-A 100.0748429 0.3677565 
Zr/Y sample Sc 361.383-R 96.89032824 2.115948024 
Zr/Y sample Zr 339.197 93.27105501 0.189456876 










Images of kernels were taken with a stereoscope (Olympus SZX12) and attached camera 
(Paxit PX-CM) at 10x magnifications for size analysis.  A reference image of a ruler at the same 
magnification and working distance gave accurate distance measurements in ImageJ.  Using this 
method, many images could be taken and stitched together before size calculation in ImageJ, 































 Images were converted to an 8-bit image before limiting the threshold values to leave 
only the kernels and random noise behind.  The images were “despeckled” to remove noise 
before the kernel edges were located using ImageJ (Figure C.2). 
Individual edges were located and counted using the “find edges” and “analyze particle” 
features in ImageJ.  An area bound of 1.0×10-6 m2 was used before calculation to ensure only 
kernels and not remaining noise specks were counted during the analysis.  Results were output 




into a spreadsheet and remaining outliers were removed before averages and standard deviations 
were calculated.  ImageJ assigned individual numbers to each counted particle (see Figure C.2), 
which were used to remove additional large spherical “particles” found by unremoved noise, 
outliers, and the kernel holder geometry.  Outliers were determined by comparing the original 
image and “found edge” image to determine the nature of the discrepancy.  Diameters 
(maximum and minimum), perimeter, area, aspect ratio, and circularity were output to a .csv file 
and sorted in Excel where the average values and standard deviations were calculated. 
This same process was used to calculate the pore and grain sizes of the yttria-stabilized 






APPENDIX D - EDS QUANTITATIVE DATA 
 
This appendix presents the quantitative Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
atomic composition data for kernels produced in silicone oil and the alterative fluids.  These 
results were reference in Chapter 5, to show no contamination from the forming fluids, but were 
not used in determining the YSZ kernel composition. 
 
 
Table D.1. Silicone oil EDS data. 
 
 



















APPENDIX F – SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES 
 
This appendix lists and describes the supplemental electronic files not contained in the 
print copy of the thesis.  The files uploaded include COMSOL files for the terminal velocity and 
heat transfer estimate of a yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) kernel falling through 1-
bromotetradecane.  The two files may be altered for other kernel densities, sizes, and forming 
fluids by changing the physical properties of the precursor solution and/or forming fluid.  The 
heat transfer model manually uses measured terminal velocity. 
 
File Description 
COMSOL heat transfer of TRISO kernel.mph This file contains the model to calculate the 
heat transfer of a YSZ TRISO kernel in 1-
bromotetradecane.  A 1D point graph is 
used to extrapolate the kernel’s center 
temperature as a function of time at the 
kernel’s measured terminal velocity.  The 
physical properties for both the precursor 
solution and forming fluid are estimate 
values. A 3D plot of the temperature, 
rotated around the symmetry, is also 
presented. 
COMSOL terminal velocity of TRISO kernel.mph This file contains the model to calculate the 
terminal velocity of a YSZ TRISO kernel 
from rest in 1-bromotetradecane.  The 
model uses an initially stagnant kernel to 
solve the force balance on the kernel 
surface from a moving forming fluid.  
Initial movement for the forming fluid 
occurs from the density difference between 
the precursor solution (kernel) and the 
forming fluid.  A 1D plot of the maximum 
forming fluid velocity versus time is used 
to extrapolate the terminal velocity. 
 
